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1.0 

1. 1 

INTRODUCTION 

British Steel Consultants (BSCOS) were awarded a contract by UNIOO 

with the object of improving energy conservation at three SAIL 

plants viz. Bhilai, Rourkela and Bokaro. 

This was to be achieved by: 

a) bringing awareness and conwnitment in SAIL plants for the need 

to conserve energy and hence reduce production costs. 

b) transferring know how in techniques of energy conservation 

from British Steel's own experience to SAIL. 

c) training s;.IL engineers in the techniques of energy 

conservation 

The work was divided into a four phase 

technical submission Ne. UNO/IN0/85/064 

progranme as shown in our 

General Energy Management 

As a first part of this progranvne a visit by British Steel energy 

experts was made in March 1987 to the three integrated works to 

identify principal areas of action, spending two weeks in each 

plant. Technical support was provided to SAIL in two broad 

categories:-

A. Technical Management: 

through:-

where energy savings were 

a) better under~tanding of operating practices. 

identified 

o) alteration of operating procedures, if necess~r> 

c) reduction of energy consumption through improved 

operation. 
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d) reduction of energy losses. 

e) improved maintenance and good housekeeping. 

B Organisatio11al Management: 

a) establishing an effective energy management structure. 

b) establishing an effective energy policy. 

c) ensuring adequate reporting sys em 

d) creating awareness and influencing attitudes of the 

workforce. 

e) communication and motivation. 

Ti1e specific energy consumption of each plant was assessed on a 

process basis and compared against the IIS! proposals, BSC practice 

and against each other. Areas of energy savings were identified 

and a specific action plan was recommended. A draft report was 

prepared and issued in August 1987. 

It was recognised that to achieve ~nergy savings, plant management 

commitment was essential. Therefore, in October 1987 the report 

was discussed in detail with the SAIL senior management team during 

their visit to the UK, and a priority implementation progranme was 

agreed. 

T~ wa~ also agreed:-

(i) to constitute a standing convnittee on energy conservation at 

Corporate level with the Di rector - Operations as Chai. .nan. 

The committee would meet every three months to formulate 

policy and monitor progress. 

980.PH/SB J 
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to constitute Energy Conservation Conrnittees at plant level 

with the Executive Director as chairman to assess the plant 

performance. These conrnittees should meet at least once a 

month. 

Energy Audit 

In order to implement an energy management programme it is 

essential to understand each process area and its effect on 

integratec steelworks in detail through energy auditing techniques. 

Since more than SOX of the total energy in a steelworks is consumed 

in ironmaking, SAIL are anxious to improve the performance of their 

sinter plants. From the earlier report it was established that 

SAIL plants, on average, consume twice as much energy as the best 

BSC practices. 

Generally service areas are taken for granted. Effective 

generation, distribution and utilisation of steam and power can 

often offer substantial energy savings at little or no cost for a 

steelworks. In SAIL it is doubly important because of a heavy 

reliability on State grid supply which is not very dependable. 

Therefore, during the SAIL senior management team visit the two 

priority areas highlighted for audit work were:-

a) 

b) 

Sinter Plant 

Production, Distribution and Utilisation of Steam and Power. 

Consequently a visit by BSC experts was made in March 1988 to the 

three integrated steelplants to carry out detailed auditirg in the 

priority ar~as agreed and develop conservation schemes. Three 

weeks were spent in each of the plants. 

At the completion of this study a report was submitted highlighting 

energy conservation schemes and the potential savings, with 

priorities determined by capital cost and capital pay back periods. 
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Reco.11-nendations were also made to SAIL outlining specifications for 

energy monitoring equipment to conduct detailed energy audits. 

The reconvnendations of this report were again agreed with SAIL 

Senior Managers who visited the UK in Se~tember 1989 and a 

follow-up action plan was drawn. 

1.3 Training 

I~ order to provide assistance to SAIL engineers in implementing 

the reconvnendations made in the General and Energy Audit reports, 

training to forty SAIL engineers was given in five batches of eight 

trainees and each lasting six weeks during the year 1988/89. The 

training comprised classroom and works experience in the UK. 

The objectives of the training courses were to enable the trainees 

to:-

a) understand the overall utilisation cf energy in an integrated 

steelplant. 

b) assess the energy needs of processes in an 

steelplant. 

c) learn the methodology of energy audits. 

integrated 

d) obtain practice in conducting energy audits in integrated 

steelworks, to draw conclusions and make reconvnendations on 

their basis. 

e) appreciate modern techniques of energy saving in steelplants 

and modern equipment dedicated to saving energy. 

f) appreciate the concept of energy management in an integrated 

steelworks. 

9J prepare techno-economic studies for energy conservation 

schemes. 

The training courses were monitored and reviewed to meet the demand 

of the participants. A review of courses was presented in a report 

in October, ~988. 

980. PH/SB 5 
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1.4 Monitoring and Targeting 

It is not enough to study and develop energy saving schemes and to 

agree to a programme of implementation. It is as important to note 

that the implementation programme has progressed and the predicted 

savings are being achieved. This helps management to keep an 

overall control of operation and set new targets. 

The final visit, between the dates of 5th March and 25 March 1990 

was made by Or S P Hansrani (Project Manager) and Mr S H Brocks (BS 

Consultant) to assesses the progress made in the three years since 

the first visit. In more detail the objects were (a) to quantify 

and analyse the changes in energy consumption (b) to determine the 

reasons for improvements or deterioration in such performance, and 

(c) to investigate the progress made in implementing the 

recommendations made in 1987 and 1989. 

The data is presented in this report for each of the three SAIL 

piants studiea. 

2.0 SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS 

The visits were of short duration (4 days at each plant) as it was 

not the intention to carry out a new updated survey but to monitor 

performance. Therefore it was not possible to check data and 

opinions expressed by SAIL personnel in detail. Indeed little time 

could be spent on plant and the method used was to assemble the 

data, and from this to formulate questions for interviews with 

energy departments and production/personnel. 

2.1 Energy Management 

Although there was not enough time to study this aspect in detail 

it was clear that the new committee structure was more effective 

than the one it replaced. Hav1ng the Corporate Director Operations 

~n overall charge and the Executive Directors chairing the plant 

level mP.etings had given the energy campdign greater impetus. 

980.PH/SB 6 
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Energy departments were clearly receiving more support and seemed 

to have greater authority. The imp~ovemcnt was not uniform, 

depending no doubt on the personnel lnvolved. Some of tr.e 

suygestions for changed departmental structure had not been 

implemented. The reasons were not sought but it should be ensured 

that the proposals have been considered. 

The reporting system (the IISI method of presentation) that had 

been introduced for the year 86/87 was praised in the first report 

~nd it has been maintained and improved somewhat and R and D now 

collect the data and circulate across the whole corporation. BSP 

is st·ill the only plant where the process is computerised a~though 

other plants intend to do the same. 

Three years ago the main criticism was the lack of uniformity from 

works to works parti~ularly in some sections. Detailed suggestions 

were made to rectify this situation in the general 'Energy 

Conservation Study Report (Vol. 1, p. 25, section 8.5.3). Little 

or nothing appear5 to have been done. The new feature revealed on 

the current visit was that the energy in oxygen is not only 

different from plant to plant but that it varies at Bokaro month by 

month. This could be tack1ed by adopting a corporate standard 

factor which is fixed (as is done for electricity). Unfortunately 

any excess usage of energy for oxygen production would finish up in 

-Miscellaneous and Losses·. Such variances should be highlightea 

and not hidden. There are other ways of ta:kling tr.is but a method 

that is the same at all works is desirable. It is suggested that R 

and D could resolve this and the previous proposals. 

On the question of energy awareness, it is dangerous to rely on 

impressions gathered on such a short visit. There is no doubt that 

publicity has improved considerably but it is difficult to assess 

the effect on a~titudes. The general impression is that there has 

been a marked improvement in awareness especially in the h1gher 

levels of management but transfer into action is still slow. 

980.PH/SB 7 
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changes to wc;·king pract1.::t: ... tr.~ t, ;:i:plement priority er.er9_. 

saving schemes in the works. This has net been pur·::;ued. 
F~rthermore there is 1itt1e 

technical peop 1 e on a :·egu Lff b .. L-;; s. It is r·eccmm~nded that ~.::OD 

should tahe ~n act~ve role in promoting su:h interch1nge. 

The basis of the comparisons in this report was the IISI method ~f 

presentation which is produced b 1· a11 the worhs or, a monthly an:i 

annual basis. Figures for the ye:.i. Apri 1 to March 36/37, ·'.); '~ ·~ 
'-' ~ . -.JV • 

88/89 and April 89 to February or (11 months) are tabulated f~r al: 

departments with the main compar·ison being drawn between 36/87 (the 

year before the first visit, and 89/90, the 11 mo~ths of the 

ccrrent financial year). 

Although the detail; of e~~h process a~ea are to be f ounu ~ r1 

following sections devoted tc each separ1te worhs, the 

intention here to summarise the results on a pr .es~ basis 

referring i:1 particular to simi1Mities and differences betw~en 

works. 

2. 2. 1 Coke Ovens 

All the wor~s :ho~cd irnprov~mants. from 6~ at BSP to ~5~ at RSP and 

neari,. 30", at Bokaro. The latter plant i~ now within stri~1ns 

distance of 'Best Wor·1d Pr act ice··.. . .. \ 11 ~,hawed :·.1gnif'.cant 

due t\; O")t tu· ._,,:: 

;f 

appe:i r· to h we taken p 1 ilC0.. 

·)t.0. r: !/SB 
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All plant have impn>';ed door· :rnd fr,une ·::leaning equ1pment and 

some better charging pr·act ices ar-..: being introduced. There was 

at 

3.t 

least partial fa;1ure to implement the proposals to r·educe 

screening losses. BSP had made a useful reduct ion from 17 .5'.'~ to 

15%. RSP had reduced from 26% to 22% but had not gone far in 

reducing the size of the co~e oven breeze screens. At BSL the 

screenings had risen from 20: to ~5:. with no apparent changes in 

practice except improved blast furnace coke screens. The range of 

this value (15-25:) is very large and all plants should be able to 

emulate Bhila1 with sign1f1ca~t potential energy savings due to the 

lower co~e/stee1 ratio. 

2.2.2 Sinter Plants 

The improvements were ge11erJlly spectacular and at least partly due 

to large output increases CRSP - 24~. asp - 35~, BSL - 11=). At 

Bokaro where the output : ncre~\:::~: was 1 imited it had been achieved 

by two strand operation for much af the time. The credit must go 

to better attention to detail. 

Coke bree:e savings were tl1e most impor·tant and return sinter had 

been reduced by 3-8%. The coke economies are due to higher output, 

better breeze crushing, higher suctions, increased bed height etc. 

O~ly BSP have not increased bed height an~ only RSP have progressed 

to a fully rJtional screcni!1g ·~1st·~m. i\t the other two worl-:; ~6mm 

:>inter is being returned t~· the plant. 

Whilst Ignition ga3 has been reduced per ton of product, the levels 

are still high. It is suggested that the proposals made in the 

Audit Report of 1988 should be adopted. 

2.2.3 Blast Furnaces 

A 11 plant:; have made sa 11 i ng:; but they have not been dramatic in 
percentage ter·ms ( 0. 5~~ at BSP, 2 .. 5~" <•t RSr, and ~ .. 1 ~~ at BSL). As. 

the blast furnace is a large u'.;er of energy these small percentages 
represent useflJ 1 plant savings at least at the latter two plants. 

980.PH/SB '.) 
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All works have shown coke savings with the 6.6: reduction at RSP 

being the most creditable. In all c3ses a reduction of gas 

recovery has automaticall:,· offset much of the ener·gy savrnJ (75~ at 

RSP and as~ at BSL). Nevertheless the cc~e rate reductio~ wi11 

enable coke oven plant production ratios to fall and so save energy 

overall. Only Bokaro shows cm improvement in stove gas consumpt 10n 

and even there the lowe;· coke rate and lower blast temperatures 

must ta~e the credit, rather than an improvement in stove 

efficiency. At Bhilai the higher b1ast temperature accounts for 

only half the 9% deterioration. Similar1y at Rourkela the increase 

of 4% was achieved despite lower coke rate and lower blast 

temperature. Hence the stove efficiency at these two plants has 

worsened from what was an unsati:of.:ictor-,· base. This area requires 

priority attention. The other area of excessive energy usage was 

steam for blowing. All plants have made savin9s due to the 

implementatgion of at least ~ome o~ the suggestions made three 

years ago. Savings ran9e fron, 4~• at RSP to 15% at BSL. Whiist 

this is encouraging the reductions fall short of the potential 

outlined in the first report, particularly at RSP where only one 

seventh was achieved. At the other two plants 35-40% of the 

potential had been realised. More remains tJ be done and a 

detailed survey is called fer, r~rt1cul3rly 1t RSP. 

2.2.4 Steelmaking 

Both the Open Hearth pl..tnts have pruduced very '.;red1table 

improvements 11~ output (19-23~). ~1th an accompanying reduction in 

energy usage of about 20~. A maj,;r· reason is the adoption of the 

twin hearth S/St;}rr. at esr ~Ile! of th~ f;orf :;;stem at RSP. Data were 

not readily av.:iili.!b1e to cn,1L;l~ sep.1rJte 1nJlysis of the orthodo:· 

O.H. practice. It 1::; :li::...::~pearing ir-, cin/ event as the ne,; 

technique~ lre beinJ extended. 

The LO plants had behaved differently. At RSP output was 

slightly due to hot metal :;hcrtage. At esL output was up 28% 

at BSP by a mas::.ive 36~~ as the restrictions on the LO route 

removed. Energy at BSP was down by 28% but there was a 

!380.PH/SB 10 
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increast: .:it BSL I l";. 1 due t•_, ~li9he!· energ:,: c .•. ygen. The mcrease of 

3~ .:it RSP w.:is blamed on fuel .:it the 11me plant. Most 1mpor·tant!y 

the LD rat10 at BSP had 1mpro~ed s1gnificantly to 40: of the total 

stce l. 

lower blast furnace productton ratio:; tand coke and srnterL There 

had been mode.st but useful r·edu.:tions .:!t 8SP and RSP of 13 .md .:::~ 

kg/ton but it was disappointing to note 3 large increase of S9 

kg/ton at Bol-aro. This was sa1.j to t.:: due to a la:-ge increase m 

the so-called -Mixer Lesses-, 3nd is under· investigat1cn. It 1s 

worth noting that the current levels of hot metal usage range from 

969 kg/ten at BSP to 1030 kgiton at RSP. There could be dramatic 

energy savings if all the plants could reach the Bhilai level. 

Indeed Bokaro achieved 936 ~g in 87/88. It would appear that 

Rourkela have the big9e:;t problem .l:;. there i::; also an iron 

constraint, and the proposals made three years ago (ladle turn 

round, insulation, ladle lid:;. etc) should be acted upon. 

The failure to utilise LO gas at BSP and BSL must be criticised. 

Only recently has a part of the gJs at Bo~aro been put to use. 

2.2.5 Continuous Casting 

The caster at BhilJi 1s no~ operatin~ at near design capacity. The 

important energy consideration is tt1at the C.C. ratio has increased 

from 32 to 46% of the ~emis so that a bigger proportion of the 

steel is via the more energy eff1cient process route. 

2.2.6 Pr·imary Hi 1 fa 

All three primary mills gave ~ood results. Outputs were increJsed 

by 9% (RSPJ to 35= CBSLJ. Energy sav1ngs ranged from 8\ at RSP to 

a very creditable JJ: at BSP. In all case~ fuel saving~ were the 

main factor. At Rourkela and Bokaro the production ratio~ 

increased·- perhaps due to better ·,iel·.L ::.o th.:it the energ:,· 

At Bh i 1a1 , 

')80.PH/SB 
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because of increased continuous casting the production ratio 

reduced so that enersy per ton crude steel was 41% less. 

Operations have improved as evidenced by the lower cold charging at 

BSP ard BSL, by 3% and 7% respectively. Also track times have come 

down at all works, although only marginally ut Bokar~ where they 

tend to be significantly longer than at the other works. 

Improvements have been effected by the fitting of microprocesscr 

controls and structural modifications to lids, seals etc. The 

number of pits in use however has not been reduced at any of the 

plants, and although the penalty for excess capacity will not be as 

great at the current higher outputs, there is still scope for 

reductions and further energy savings. 

2.2.7 Secondary Hot Mills 

As these differ from plant to plant it is not easy to make 

generalisations so brief comments will be made on a works basis. 

2.2.T.1. Bhilai 

All four mills (Rail, Merchant, Rod, and Plate) have had 

significant increases in throughput, particularly the Rail and 

Plate mills (17% and 56~). All have reduced energy usage. From 6% 

at the Rod mill to 27% at the Rail mill and 36% at the Plate Mill. 

At all but the Plate mill the major reduction is in furnace fuels 

due to increased output, better skid insulation and the application 

of better (microprocessor) controls. At the Plate mill, despite 

the massive output increase and improved skid insulation and 

controls, the fuel saving is only marginal, and the major 

contributor is electric power saving. The power usage per ton is 

less than half the level of three years ago. This is perhaps a 

s~ecial case as two shift operation was practised in 86/87, but 

economies in the use of power and steam have been made in all the 

mill areas. 

980.PH/SB 12 
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2.2.7.2 Rouri<ela 

The general pi~ture is d1sappo1ntin9. Tne Plate mill output 

down slightly (6%) but energy 1s up by 22~. mainly due to increased 

fuel usage. At the Hot Strip m1ll (HSM) the cutout has 1ncreased 

by 21~ but energy consumption is only dmm !Jy 1~. There had been a 

recuperator f.:11lure at the P1.Jt~ :r,1!1 ;1Grm3.liser, :ind ;twas stated 

th3t the 

planned 

product mi•. worse than before. It 1. -.:0 

to in:.::L.111 new tunwr·s and 

furnaces. with a foreca~t fuei S3~ing af 

2.2.7.3 Bokaro 

recuperators on the 

~~·-.;.Lo .. 

HSM 

There has been a lar·ge increase in product ion at the HSM of 43'.!'o and 

a very creditable reduction 

savings, although power and 

in energy of 18~. mainly due to fuel 

steam h.J~g also contributed. Despite 

this improvement the total energy is still some 22% higher than the 

RSP mill and more than doub1e best World practice. The steam 

recovery from skid cooling was down by 40% which was only partly 

attributed to improved skid insulation. Hot charging has been 

introduced and reached a level of 11~ in 89/90. 

2.2.8 Cold Hill~ and Specialist Hills 

At RSP C.R.M the output was 15~ higher but energy 6% worse. There 

were savings in fuel and power but these were offset by a huge 

increase in energy for Nitrogen and Synthesis gas. This can partly 

be due to an additional ASIJ in operation, but the trend is 

disturbing. 

At Bo~:aro C.R. M. output was nearly doubled compared t.o 86/37 and 
energy wa'.". do .... n by 3 ·1?0, mainly due tc, a 6"~· .... ,. reduction 1n steam 
usage, but aided by 11~ lower fue 1. Overall the BSL mi 1 ·, has 
overtaken RSP for the lead in th1::; category and is now some 28% 
better. 

980.PH/SB 1) 
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Some annealing furnaces have been fitted with ceramic fibre 

linings, and others will follow. 

The specialist mills at RSP were not considered in detail, but the 

h~3e increase in 

Electric sheet 

investigated. 

power at 

mill, and 

the Pipe mill, 

fuel at the 

2.2.9 Steam Generation and Usage 

fuel and power at 

CRGO mill should 

the 

be 

It is not very rewarding to attempt to compare the efficiency of 

steam production between the works because, (a) all but Bokaro use 

a fixed enthalpy per ton of steam - whatever the steam conditions, 

(b) condensate return is ignored and (c) energy used for steam 

raising is the small difference between two large numbers. For 

what it is worth BSL boilers apparently use a little more than half 

of the energy of the other two plants. 

Convnents on the changes in steam raising efficiency over the years 

ought to be valid but the introduction of new plant makes 

interpretation impossible where boiler plant are not reported 

separately (all except RSP). Apparently there has been a small 

deterioration in energy per ton of steam at Bhilai and improvements 

of 45% at the other works. 

The total steam output has increased at all plants but particularly 

at Rourkela where it is 62~ higher. This is shown in Table 1.1 

where steam make is also expressed on a crude steel basis. There 

are interesting differences both wi~h time and between plants. The 

steam/ton crude steel ranged ~~tween 2.35 at BSP to 5.12 ~t RSP 

where there has been a 57% increase in th~s parameter. These 
changes are the result of commissioning new "Captive" power plants 

and the different leve1s reflect to a large extent the proportion 

of power generated within the plant. 

The Process Steam is derived by adding the Waste Heat Steam and 

taking away the net steam for power production and blast furnace 

980.PH/SB 14 
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blowing. The table shows th1s on a crude steel basis a~d it is 

encouraging to note substantial reductions of 15~ at BSP and 23~ 

and 24~ at BSL and RSP respectiliely. The actual value is lowest at 

Bhilai and the Bokaro usage appears to be very much higher. At 

this plant however the air compressors ar-e steam driven and this 

should have been excluded. 

2.2.10 Paver Generat io;; 

Comparisons of Power generating efficiency are also hindered by the 

use of artificial steam enthalpy data at BSP and RSP. Apparently 

Rourkela are most efficient and have made the greatest improvement 

since 86/87 and BSL is the least efficient and has made only a 

slight advance. These data may not mean very much but Table 1.1 

shows that there have been significant changes at all works with 

electricity outputs up by 36% at BSP, 243~ at RSP and 89% at BSL. 

The proportion of Mown power generation·· has increased at all works 

but particularly at Rourkela where more is generated than is used 
on the works. 

Power consumption per ton of cr~de steel is also shown. Reductions 

of 14~ and 18~ have been made at BSP and BSL. The usage is still 

high but the huge increase of 22% at Rourkela, to the very high 

level of 826 Kwh/TCS is disturbing. 

2.2.11 Miscellaneous and Losses 

A large amount of energy falls into this category, varying from 5~ 

of the total at RSP to 8: ~t B~P and BSL. Rourkela 1s the lowest 

but has shown a 22~ deter1oration, mainly due to excess fuel offset 
by power saving~. 

At BSP there has been .J useful fall of .:;4%, largely because of 

lower fuel and oxygen. 

Bokaro have the highest ~alue in this cateaory but a saving of ~O~ 

has been made since 86/87, due to lower power, fuels and steam. 

980.PH/SB 15 
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2.3 

It is not possible to d1scriminate between true lesses and usage on 

Auxiliaries and it would be preferable to report the two types of 

usage separately. 

S~r_y-~~ari~on 

It is of some interest 

three wor~s. Indeed 

to compJre departme~tal consumption of 

such compar1sons are more relevant 

the 

than 

overall energj usage becJuse of the different nature of the three 

works. For example, much of the sp'::c1al steel production i.e. tin 

plate, electr1cal 3teels etc. 1s ~arr1ed out at Rcurkela and must 

carry an energy penalty. Tab le 1. ::', shows such comparisons. The 

BSL coke ovens are -::lear leaders. The best sinter plant is RSP and 

E1karo are the leaders for blast furnaces. the lowest energy for 

OH fur~aces is Bhilai - hut tr.e lancing processes at the two works 

are different. Bhilai also leads the field for LO steel ma~ing and 

Rourkela for primary mills, plate manufacture and hot strip. 

Bokaro has a much lower cold mill energy usage but it is not really 

comparable to Rourkela. 

Too much signif1cance should not be attached to boiler usage due to 

differences in the methods of valuing steam. Similarly for power 

generation. 

There is a large spread in the .. Miscellaneous and Losses" category 

with RSP being considerably lower than the others. Perhaps there 

are differences in the content of this category and this supports 

the proposal to report the two parts of this classification 
separately. 

BSP are the best plant in the most important category of all, i.e 

Total Energy Consumption. 

These comparisons are stressed to encourage the plants with 

inferior res~lts to study the leading plants in the various 

categories to promote 1nterch~nge of technology and ideas. 

'.}80.PH/SB 16 
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Table 1.2. also inc1udcJ the percentage changes departmentally over 

the three years under rev1e~. This 1s an important part of the 

study. It is encouraging tc note that all departments at BSP and 

BSL have 1moroved with the e~cepticn of boilers at BSP (alwats a 

doubtful statistic) and the LD shop at BSL (only because of high 

energy oxygen). At RSP savings have been made in all areas down to 

the Primry mill, but it lS disappninting that most of the 

secondary miils have deteriorated and that ··Miscellaneous and 

Losses- has increased considerably. 

However the comparison must take into account the different 

circumstances and plant configurations. At RSP output has 

increased by only 3~, whereas at BSL better utilisation of 

installed capacity has seen output rise by 28i and at BSP a lot of 

new plar.t has helped t0 g1ve ~8~ increase in output. 

Some of the savings are due to changes in the production ratios 

(P.R) and this has been analysed in parts 2,3 and 4.A sunmary is 

presented below; 

Gcal/TCS BSP RSP BSL 

Savings/(losses) due to production 

ratio change 0.445 (1.369} 0.948 
Savings/( Losses) due to change:s in 

Department efficiency 1. 512 2.384 1. 758 
Total Savings/( Losses) Actual 1. 953 1. 01 ~ 2.706 

These derived figures diff~r a little from the works data due to 

differences arising when computing the Total from the departmental 

records but are sufficiently accurate to demonstrate the effect. 

RSP shows a deterioration due to changed P.R., whilst the other two 

works benefit by lower P.R. This is particularly the case at SSL. 

980.PH/SB 17 
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A detailed explanation is r10t attempted. but taking the two extreme 

case.<; (8SL and RSP), t!1e former has showi. big gains in the 

coke/iron area which could be due to u51ng stock coke and iron (or 

not making as much surpl~s as iP 86/871. At RSP the big change is 

in the jteam and power area due to new plant and very high levels 

of pcwer generation. 

This analysis demonstrates that RSP with the lowest overall savings 

has the best improvement in departmental efficiency. It should not 

be thought that only departmental efficiency is important, or that 

changes in production ratio are outside management control. P.R. 

can be changed to advantage by management action (e.g. Coke 

screenings; Hot metal usage in steelmak1ng; Power generating policy 

etc). But it is also influenced by product demand, import/export 

of semis etc. But it is important to know which type of saving is 
being made. 

The tota 1 economies range fro1n 6. 5% (RSP) to 21. 4% (BSL). 

Correcting the data to represent balanced material flow changes, 

the range is 11.3: (RSP) to 17% (BSP). 

Table 1.3 shows what these savings are worth in cash terms. 

The a·1erage price of the energy mix at each works is taken from the 

SAIL Budget for 1989/90. As energy economies will often save the 

more expensive fuels this basis will tend to underestimate the 

value of the improvements. 

Although BSP has the lowest energy usage it also has the highest 

priced energy so that BSL becomes the plant with lowest energy 

costs and Bhilai has the highest. 

980.PH/SB 
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The value of L~~ savings of energy over the last three years varies 

from 129 Rs/TCS (RSP) to 43~ Rs/TCS (BSL). These equate to annual 

savings ranging from Rs 14.7 Crore (Rs 147 x 106) at RSP to Rs 116 

Crore {Rs 1160 x 106 ) at BSP. The tot~l for the three works is nc 

less than Rs 244.3 Crore (Rs 2443 x 106). This clearly 

demonstrates the value cf the energy campaign and should encourage 

further efforts. 

With overall savings of 6.SX at Rourkela, 16.7% at Bhilai, and 

21.4% a~ Bokaro the project must be judged a resoun~ing success. 

The energy economies achieved are equivalent to 130 to 430 Rs/TCS 

and amount in total to no less than 244 Crore Rupees (Rs 2440 x 

106 ). 

At balanced flow conditions the saving at RSP would have been 

BSP 11: and at BSL the saving would have reduced to 12:. 

progress ~n three years is very sJtisfactory. The cost in 

time and effort must be cons1rjered to have been well spent. 

11 % ' 

The 

cash, 

Howc~er it must be recognised that a great deal depends on the much 

nigher outputs achieved and the ne~ plant that has been 

commissioned. Any fal1 in output would be ~atastrophic rn energy 

terms. 

It must also be stressed that there is still a long way to go and 

pressure must be maintained. It would not be unrealistic to aim 

for similar savings over the next three years, but it will become 

more difficult. 

There must also be some criticism of the fact that a ~ood many of 

the earlier proposals have not been acted upon. More commonly 

proposals have been taken up but have tended to be "~oo little and 

too ldLe". 
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There is also an impress1on that too much emphasis is placed on 

capital projects and not er.ough on the cheaper, quicker· route of 

improving operations 3nd maintenancr. Nevertheless a verv good 

start has been made towards achieving the full potential. 
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TABLE 1.1 

STEAM AND POWER GENE-RATION-ANDUSAGE-- ----- -- -- ·1 
i 

·-·~--------- - . l ·0s·P ; - ASP --,-- -0-sc·- i 
TOTAL STEAM GENERATED (89/90) .... I ! I 

kT/Annum 6995.00 5813.00 I 9227.00 l 
Change since 86/87, o/o +21 +62 +33 

1

1 

f--------------- ----- ---- - ------------
TOTAL STEAM MADE, 89/90 I 
Tons/Ton Crude Steel 2.35 5.12 3.51 I 
Change since 86/87. o/o -10.8 +57.2 +3.8 

f-----------------~-·-- - ---- ----j 

PROCESS STEAM, 89/~U 
Tons/Ton Crude Steel 
Change since 86/87. % 

TOTAL POWER GENERATED, 89/90 
Gwh/Annum 
Change since 86/87. o/o 

POWER CONSUMED, 89/90 
kWh/ton Crude Steel 
Change since 86/87, o/o 

WORKS GENERATION, 
o/o of Works Consumption 

* FIGURES ARE FOR 88/89 

980. PH/Sf.\ 

0.82 0.86 1.35 
-15.0 I -23. 7 -22.6 

575.00 1041.00 1155* 
+36 +248 +89 

492.00 826.00 539* 
-13.5 +21.5 -18.3 

38.00 111.00 53* 
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TABLE 1.2 

I --------------------- ------------ ----------
ENERGY SAVINGS COMPARISON FOR BSP,RSPAND BSL (1986/87- 89/90) i 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
! Coke Ovens 
t(Coke Oven "Yield loss") 
!Sinter Plc>nt 
! Blast Furnaces 
j Hearth Furnaces 
1LD Steel 
!contini10us Casting 
Primary Mills 
Billet Mill (Direct) 
Rail and Struct. Mill 
Merchant Mill 
Rod Mill 
Plate Mill 
Hot Strip Mill 
Cold Rolling Mill 
Pipe Plant 

, Electric Sheet 
CRGO 
Boilers 
Power Generation 
Miscellaneous & Losses 
Total Actual Gcal/TCS 
Total Balanced Gca:JTCS 
Process Steam t/TCS 
Eiectricity kwh/TCS 
Yield of Skip Coke/GCoke 

980.PH/SB 

: ENERGY CONSUMPTION --Lr SAVINGS/LOSSES MADE r-- Gcal/TP (89/90) SINCE 86/87 - % 

~ __ BSP_f_~SP ___ JH BSL __ L _ BSP _L_ RSP -f BSL . 
; 1.941 I 1 _875 I 1.231 I 6.000 I 24.600 I 29.500 i 

I
I 0.652 0.769 I 0.2991' 23.100 ! 40.900 I 61.600 i 

0.681 I o.586 , 0.112 21.600 ! 36.900 ! 12.900 : 
i 3. 758 I 4.295 I 3.635 I o.5oo 1 2.500 I 5.1 oo ! 
i 1.003 I 1.587 i -1' 20.000 I 21.100 I I 

I 
o.449 o.59o 1 o.562 21.500 (8.3) 1 (1.4) I 
0.166 I I 16.200 - i -
0.577 0.404 I 0.698 ! 32.500 7 .80011 17_. 700 II 

0.089 - I I 37 300 I -

0.932 I 26:800 I - I ! 
0.929 
0.806 
1.460 1.302 

0.972 
1.788 
0.474 
5.410 
7.484 

0.093 0.099 
0.420 -0.084 
0.781 0.551 
9. 780 11.397 
8.9?3 10.330 

-----1--

0.819 0.856 
492.000 826.000 

0.849 0.779 

1 I • i 
1.100 I -

I - 6.aoo I 
I 

- 3~800 I 
1.186 
1.073 -

I - -
- - I - -

I 0.055 (b.9) 

I 0.555 38.000 
0.843 33.500 

10.310 16.700 
9.315 17.000 
1.346 15.000 
- 13.500 
0.755 -

'-----~---

- I 
(2;_3) I 

1.200 
(5.9) 

(55.4) 
(18.5) 

1.400 
415.200 
100+ 
(21.6) 

6.500 
11.300 
23.600 

(21.4) 

- I ·-

- I 
I 

- I 
17 .800 I 
37 .000 

45 
3 

20 
21 
12 
22 
20 

.000 

.800 

.000 

.400 

.200 

.600 

.000 
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TABLE 1.3 

ENERGY COST SAVINGS, (1987/88 - 89/90) 

BSP 
Output, kTons (89/90) 3082.00 

Energy Saving (c.f. 86/87) Gcal/ton 1.95 

Total Energy Used, Gcal/ton 9.78 

Average Energy Price, Rs./Gcal 192.70 

Value of Actual Energy Savings,Rs/TCS 376.50 

Monetary Savings/annum, Crore Rs* 116.04 

Total Energy Cor' Rs/ton Crude Steel 1884.60 

• 1 Crore = 1 O million 

'.180.PH/SB 
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RSP BSL 
1136.00 2630.00 

0.79 2.81 

11.40 10.31 

163.70 153.95 

129.30 431.80 

14.69 113.56 

1865.70 1587.00 
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2. 0 ~~E_~SMENT REPORT ON ~_JJ~L SJ_EELPLANI 

Since the first visit a new battery of tall ovens similar to those 

at Bokaro has been cornmiss1oned and this is largely responsible for 

a 24% increase in output. It was disappointing that the results 

for this battery could not be separately reported because o? by

product plant and coke conveyors being con111on to the older plant. 

However the new battery would be expected to contribute to the 

overall reduction in stage energy of 6%. Table 2.1 shows the data 

for the four years studied. Analysis in this and other sections is 

largely based on a comparison of 86/87 with 89/90. 

Underfiring gas consumption is only 2% better ther. 86/87 and is 

attributed to the fact that there is now a bigger proportion of the 

ovens on Blast Furnace gas firing where efficiency is always lower. 

The electric power and steam consumption has increased by 38% and 

28% respectively. This is believed to be partly due to changes in 

the methods of allocation which have been refined; but there are 

other explanations. Firstly the new battery is served by an 

electric exhauster and an extra electric exhauster has been 

installed on the older plant so that only one steam driven unit is 

normally in use. This could explain the increase in power usage. 

It should be possible for BSP to confirm this. Three years ago 

steam driven back pressure exhaust~rs were in use but the exhaust 

steam was being blown to waste due to poor quality input steam. It 

was reco1M1ended that electric drives would be better, but that the 

proper use of back pressure drives would be better still. So part 

of the proposals were implemented but the steam conditions are said 

to be still unsatisfactory so that back pressure operation is not 
practised. 
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However these changes should have reduced steam consumption. 

On-main charging has been introduced on the new battery and on one 

of th~ older ones. This necess1tates steam jets in the ascension 

pipes and could go some way towards an explanation. It is 

encouraging that it is intended to fit the more energy efficient 

method of liquor aspiration on No.4 battery which is rebuilding. 

Gas and by-proauct yields have improved significantly by 5% and 17~ 

respectively. This is due to (a) the on-main charging practice at 

some of the batteries, as this gives less gas leaf:age, (b) improved 

operation in limiting/eliminating the practice of open ascension 

pipes (except when charging off-main), (c} improved door sealing. 

(Hydro jet door cleaners are installed on all ovens and mechanical 

frame cleaners are in use at batteries 1 and 9 so far), (d) Better 

brickwork maintenance by refractory spraying and crack welding. A 

brief visit to the batteries confirmed that conditions were greatly 

improved, though some smoking chimneys showed that more needs to be 

done. 

The Myield lossM (the difference between the thermal input of coal 

and the output of coke, gas and by-products) had improved by 23~. 

It is now 7.3% of the coal input, rather than the 9.5% of three 

years ago. Whilst the improvement is creditable, the loss is still 

much too high. Over 10= of this improvement is due to the better 

gas and by-product yield and this alone more than accounts for the 

overall energy saving. Energy net of Myield loss· is in fact 

higher by 6% due to the 1ncreased steam usage. 

It is disappoint1ng that the suggestion to mount a special exercise 

to improve weighing and analysis of coal and coke has not been 

activatP.d. Even the coal tower weighbridge on the new battery does 

not war~ Ca lever type was 1nstalled when load cells would have 

been better). Load cell weighing on the coke car 1s being 

installed on No.9 and is already in exi~.tence on some of the older 

batteries. The coke belt weighers were not working well and the 

method of accounting st1ll relies on BF skip weights and sample 

weighinq of screenings. 
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The importance of reducing the screening loss wa~ emphasised three 

years ago. T~e bottom size of the col<.e oven screens has been 

reduced to 20nm (from 2Smm), but despite this, and the increased 

use of foreign coal, the screenings at the coke ovens have 

increased marginally. Th1s is said to be due to a tightening up of 

the top size crushing and screening (80nm). 

The screenings at the blast furnaces where screens had been reduced 

to 20mm also, had improved from 7% to just over 5~ so that overall 

screen loss had reduced from 17.5% to 15% which is the lowest level 

in the three SAIL plants. This contributes to ti1e lower production 

ratio (that is the gross co~e ever crude steel ratio). The net 

energy usage w~s 6= improvea on a product basis but was 1s= better 

on a crude steel basis. 

During th?. vi~it BSP mana~ement Quoted that implementation of just 

t'i'o of BSC rec001t1endat10ns in this area (1.e. 1mpro·,;ed screening 

system, and door/frame cleaning) have given a potentia1 saving of 

Rs 2.45 Crores p.a. 

2.2 Sinter Pl~nt 

A fourth strand is being constructed at SP2. Output has increased 

by 35=. Col<.e breeze, ignition fuel arid power usage are all reduced 

considerably by almost 28~. as 1s the total usage (see Table 2.2). 

Strand utilisation had improved by 12~ so specific output was up by 

something of the order of 20%. 

The most important saving is coke breeze which represents over 70% 

of the total savings. The reason for this was stated to be due to 

better ignition. It is difficult to accept that this is a major 

factor. Clearly fewer stoppages, better output and lower return 

fines must all have contributed and are probably the major factor5. 
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The reduction in stoppages was partiy attribu~ed to the new system 

of delivery of sinter from SP1 to b1ast furnaces 1. 2 and 3 where 

there is a new high line screen at 5rmi and a large surge bunker. 

There has been some improvement in strand suction, accounting for 

some of the improved sintering speed. No.1 strand had been 

overhauled and a new stronger fan fitted, and on No.4 machine 

spring loaded seal bars had been fitted in the wind boxes. No.i 

was now achieving a suction of 700mm water gauge and No.4 625nm as 

compared to the 550nln on SP1 three years ago. 

Ignition gas is down by 28~ bJt is still perhaps three times higher 

than good ~orld practice. Longer, side fired ignition hoods have 

been installed on SPi bJt only one strand had automatic control. 

On SP2 the 3-zone hoods are now said to be converted to long 2-

zone hoods, with the second zone unfired. Whilst the later is a 

move in the right direction it is considered that the hooas are too 

long with inadequate control and that the savings achieved are 

probably due to the extra output. 

The electric"ity savings could not be explained as no changes had 

been made in the operation such as the shutting of dampers and 

shutting down of fans etc., as claimed at the other two plants. It 

must be assumed that it is an output effect. 

In 1987 it was suggested that the possibility of replacing the main 

cyclones by electrostatic precipitators should be assessed. In 

particular the use of EP's on the No.4 strand of SP2, which was 

then only a proposal, was particularly supported. It would appear 

that no assessment has been made and that SP~ No.4 is be1ng fitted 
with cyclones. 
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It is also disappointing that bed heights have not been increased 

and are all still at 300nln. It was stated that they could not be 

increased physically, but modifications to pallet sides et~ must be 

possible. Apparentl) there is now some tninking that bed heights 

might be increased to 350111D and perhaps 400nlll later, and Strand 

4/SP2 was said to be designed for 450mm. 

Three years ago the adoption of a rational s~reening system was 

pressed. That is hot screens, cold screens, and furnace screens 

should have apertures of between 5 or 6 mm. There has been no 

change and screen mat apertures are still too large. One hot 

screen has been plated over on SP1 although SP2 would appear to be 

the better plant for this trial. There had been no detri~ental 

result, so the other three ought to be modified to determine the 

effect on return fines levels. 7he No.4 strand at SP2 is to be 

corr.missioned without a not screen <ind at SP2 a new cold screen is 

being installed where it is proposed to screen at 5nvn and 20mm. So 

progress ls expected ln the future. 

The hearth layer eQuipment on SP~ is stili out of commission and 

re-instatement is being considered. Trials are being conducted 

with stamped mild steel grate bars and high chrome bars have not 

been used. 

A brief visit was paid to No. 1 plant. Visually there appeared to 

be no improvement in instrumentation, housekeeping or plant 

control. Control of burn through would be vi~tually impossible 

with no windbox temp0rature meters and poor access and visibility 

at the discharge end. 

In summary a very good imprc.,•:?ment rn energy usage despite slow 

progress in implementing the proposals made in 1987. There should 

be a good deal more to be saved. BSP claimed that the 

implementa~ion of BSC recommendations ras given BSP ~otential 

savings of Rs 5.3 Crore5 p.a. at an investment cost of Rs 1.4 

Crore. 
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Bla~t Fur_l"!afes 

Output has beer. incre~sed by 37~ !:;'-It the new No.7 SF has been 

introduced s;nce 19B7, which wii1 account for a large part of the 

improvement. Coke was reduced by 2~. This is dlsappoir.ting when 

considering that there is now a new furnace. better coke Qua1ity, 

better screening and considerable expenditure has taken place on 

the plant. One reason is that there is one furnace (No.6) 

operating unbelievably badly with coke rates of over a ton/THH and 

with blast temperatures as low as Joo·c due to poor stove 

conditions. Another furnace is not operating well either and was 

suffering from a chilled hearth during the visit. 

Blast furnace gas recovEry was down by 1% due to the lower coke 

rate, so that about a Quarter of the coke saving was offset. In 

addition gas to the stoves wa~ up by almost 9% so the coke saving 

is almost completely offset by the extra gas used and the reduced 

gas make. 

The deterioration in stove gas consumption is particularly serious. 

The data to give a weighted biast temperature on the old furnaces 

and No.7 together was not available. But roughly the higher average 

blast temperature which is mainly due to higher temperatures on 

No.7 blast furna~e would account for no more than half the 

increase. So the stove effic1ency has also deteriorated. The cycle 

time had been reduced from 4 hours to 2 hours which should help. 

Energy department made more checks on combustion cvnditions and 

audits on hot blast leaks had oeen carried out and it was claimed 

that these were v1rtuall1 eliminated except µerhaps on the chimney 

valves. A 1isit wa5 paid to the new No.7 and there were audible 

leaks in the :ast house and no doubt the same was true of the other 

furnaces Je~pite oellows tyoe tuyere stock be1ng fitted on all 

furnaces. 
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-------- -------- ··---

The reconrnendation to fit automatic combustion, ~tove dome and 

waste gas temperature control has not been lmplemented except on 

the new No.7 furnace. The waste gases are allowed to rise to Joo·c 
and this could be reduced at oresent stove loadings. 

The suggestion 3 years ago to operate Nos.4-6 BF's ~ith only 3 

stoves has not been adopted. 

The 'Hoogovens' stoves fitted to No.7 furnace are however well 

equipped and it would be interesting to see how the stove gas usage 

on this furnace compares with the others, after accounting for 

blast temperature differences and it is recommended that SAIL 

should make this compar1son. 

The steam usage for blast production had improved by 8% against the 

30% target suggested 3 years ago. Snort valves were no longer used 

for volume control and smoother blast furnace operation had reduced 

the need for snorting due to furnace conditions, off-blast etc. 

The difference between the turbo-b1ower meters and the furnace 

meters was reduced by about 10%. This, according to BSP 

management, has givlm savings of Rs 4.0 crores p.a. 

Process steam was down by 20~ due to reduced steam usage in the 

blast, plus better housekeeping. However the official statistics 

showed that steam to the blast has increased from about 1.8 to 2.1 

T/h/furnace. So perhaps the latter data are more corre:t as coke 

rates would be expected to improve if steam in blast had been 

reduced signif1cantly. On No.7 furnace the blast humidity was 
about 30 g/m3. 

The gas losses, as determ1ned from nitrogen balances were about the 

same as before (about 10~). 

Overall the net energy used oer tan h0t metal 1s hardly changed and 

1s only 0.5: better. 
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!f the special investigations of coid and hot blast losses, gas 

losses and stove gas consumption, that were proposed 3 years ago, 

have been carried out t~ey have not been very rewarding and further 

work is required particularly on stove gas consumption. 

A worthwhile improvement has been made in reducing the coke 

screenings from 7~ to 5~. despite impr-ovements to coke screens, at 

some of the furnaces. This was largely due to the reduction in 

screen size to 20mm. No deter·ioration in BF performance has been 

seen. There is however a reluctance to ease the top size limit due 

to observations on the furnaces when the crushing plant has not 

been operatin~ properly. 

One of the old furnaces (No.4), as well as No.7 has now got a bell

less top and it was claimed to need 80 Kg/THM less coke than its 

otherwise identical neighbour. Whilst some did not support this 

estimate it is the intention to fit such gear at all furnaces. The 

moveable throat armour at No.6 is no longer in use. 

Sinter screen1ng has been improved. The new screens on t~~ high 

line for SPl sinter have been mentioned and Nos. 1, 4 and 7 have 

under-bunker screens. Nu.6 will similarly be fltted and will also 

have screens for ore. No.7 furnace was originally fitted with 

electro magnetic screens similar to those at Bokaro. All four co~e 

screens have been replaced by Scher1k screens and 6 of the 8 sinter 

screens have been replaced. 

Coal injection at Bhilai has made 110 pr-ogress. The maximum 

injection rate was only 15 Kg/THM and that for only 21 days when 

furnace operation deteriorated. The potential rewards for the 

successful implementation of this tect".nique are so great that a 

renewed effort is justified. There was no time to investigate more 

fully. 

It is interesting that silicon level in iron are down to 0.7 - 0.8% 

at BF?. It 12 currently at I.JS~ on the other furnaces. 
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A great deal has been done 

improvement in energy usage. 

stove gas consumption. A lower 

saving on a crude steel basis. 

British Steel Consultants 

in this area with very little 

The highest priority is to reduce 

iron/steel ratio has given over 2~ 

Output in the O.H Shop has increased by a very creditable 23% 

partly or wholly due to the installation 1f a twin hearth furnace 

which had just started operation in March 1987. Also it was said 

that output improved with improved atomisation of the coal tar fuel 

(CTF) by replacing the compressed air at 3-4 ata with steam at 18 

ata. But CTF is only 10~ of the heat input. and this must be a 

minor effect. 

Fuel usage has decreased by no less than 37%, this being the main 

reason for a reduction in total energy of 28~. Again better 

atomisation has contributed but also the twin hearth furnace due to 

its lower fuel consumption. Also with fewer open hearth furnaces 

operating, more labour is available for cleaning checkers on the 

remaining OH furnace~. One open hearth furnace has been fitted 

with micro processor combustion control which is claimed to have 

reduced fuel consumption by over 30=. Although there was no time 

to go on the snap it is felt that operational discipline must also 

have improved to achieve these substantial improvements in output 
and fuel. 

Power usage has increased by 28% largely due to the installation of 

a gas cleaning plant on the twin hearth furnace. As this is of the 

multi-cyclone wet washer type, power consumption is high. In 

passing it is relevant to record an apparent reluctance to use 

electrostatic cleaners. Whilst they do cost more, the power 

savings usually give a good return on the extra capital. 
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Steam usage has increased four· fold due to the change over to steam 

atomisation. Oxygen consumption had increased three fold, the jump 

occurring in 87/88 and is related to the twin hearth furnace 

commissioned during 86/87. 

A second twin hearth furnace has recently been commissiOned in 

January of 1990 and oxygen usage will rise further but overail fuel 

will reduce very significantly. A third twin hearth furnace will 

not be possible because oxygen is not available. 

The worst feature of the operation is the reduction of waste heat 

steam recovery by 14% from .1 very poor base 3 years ago. But as 

with some of the other aspects the data can be ~isleading due to 

the commissioning of the twi~ hearth furnace in 86/87 as these 

units do not have waste heat boilers. !t was nevertheless ~dmitted 

that the waste heat boilers w~re not operating well and that it was 

intended to turn attention to this area if only to obtain better 

draughting on the furnaces. 

Raw dolomite and limestone had been reduced by over 21~ by 38/89 to 

a level of 82 Kg/ton. The u~e of raw stone was criticised three 

years ago. There still seems to be a feeling that a limestone boil 

is needed, despite oxygen lancing, and bu1nt lime was said to be in 

short supply. 

The hot metal ratio has however increased, particularly during 

89/90. It was stated that hot metal is cheaper than scrap which is 

in short supply. The hot met.:il r.:itio will increase still further 

with the second twin hearth furnace, off-setting some of its energy 

advanta'.}es. 

Summ.:1ri:-,111g there have been ~ome ·1ery 1.1seful improvements but it 

was not possible to sep3rate the effe~ts of the twin hearth furnace 

fro~ improvements in the normal ~ld hearth furnaces, but the data 

to do this are available to BSP management. 
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2.5 STE~Lfµ~I_NG - LO 

The output has increased by a massive 86:. but the plant was well 

under utilised 3 years ago due to restricted demand. This latter 

has been rectified by ex.tending the quality range from the 

LO/continuous casting route e.g. auto sheet, pipe steel, and rail 

stee1 are now made. Current operation was at the rate of 1.6 mtpa, 

which is a little over the nominal capacity. The average for the 

89/90 was about 1.3 mtpa. 

Energy consu~ption in LO steelmaking is 1ow but there had been a 

reduction in all categories, the most significant being the fuel 

saving of 38%. These reductions were clearly influenced by the 

output increase. Some impr0vements had also been made at the 

mixers by more careful manual setting of combustion. Ladle heating 

was improved and a new horizontal ladle station had been installed. 

A low hot metal ratio is the most important contribution that LO 
steelmaking can make towards lower plant energy, by reducing the 
amount of high energy i ran that is needed. The usage was down 
s l i ght l y but was st i 11 970 l<.g/ton and the lower HM silicon was 
mentioned as a factor tending to increase hot metal usage. It 
would appear that the recommendation for a study of hot metal 

traffic and the use of ladle lids etc had not been carried out, or 

not acted upon. 

Limestone usage for cooling over hot heats was criticised on the 

last occasion but 1s still practised. In fact the stone usage had 

increased from 6.5 to 9.5 kg/TLS. This was excused on the basis of 

low lime av~i1ability but scrap could have been used. 

The most disappointin~ feature was that, after more than 3 years of 

operation, there were no credits for the LD gas which the plant was 

designed to collect. It i~ understood that trials are now being 

conducted, but a ~ot uf money and energy has been wa::.ted by the 

delay in using the gas. Based on BSP's budgeted :ost for energy in 

1989/90 this amounts to a potc~t1al loss of some Rs 1 Crore p.a. 
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The most favourable feature of the steelmaking scene is that the 

proportion of LO steel has risen from 32 to 41%, with total steel 

make up by 43%. This r.ieans that energy per ton of crude steel is 

down by 23%. This wil 1 be offset by higher iron making energy if 

the overall scrap proportion is reduced as it clearly has been. 

BSP claim that a reappraisal of scrap policy together with 

improvements in ladle heating and turn around times results in a 

potential saving of Rs 5.8 Crores p.a. but it is not clear which 

factors have been assessed. 

2.6 Continuous Casting 

The output is 86% higher than 3 years ago for the same reasons 

outlined in the previous section. The energy usage is reduced by 

16%, the most important component being power reduced by 35%. If 

the oxygen had not increased five fold the energy saving would have 

been 35%. due to the higher output and the adoption of cold tundish 

practice. 

Unfortunately through an oversight enquiriP.s were not made 

regarding the increase in oxygen but it is difficult to comprehend 

a usage of more than a quarter of that of the LO steelmaking 

process. 

Energy for continuous casting is low and the major effect is the 

continuously cast proportion of the total semis which has i~creased 

from 32% to 46%. The energy usage on the concast plant and the 

primary mill together has reduced by 0.22 Gcal/TCS or 64%. This 

mostly arises from the energy sav1ngs and lower production ratio at 

the primary mill. 
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BJ9Qllling _~Hi 11 

Output in the bloomrng mi 11 h.1s increased by 22~ with a creditable 

decrease in energy consumption of mare than 32:. The savings have 

been achieved in all areas e.g. fuel (30%), power (15:), steam 

(82:} and cYygen (30~). Part af these savings are obviously 

production related. 

Power savings are achieved by minimising the roll idling and 

increased charge temperature. Percentage cold charging has 

decreased by ::;ome 13% from 36/37 figures. During the discuss1ons 

BSP stated that the product mix was worse than before. Therefore 

the performance was better than reflected in the statistics. 

Introduction of microprocessor control on soaking pits together 

with a concerted effort by mill managers to make people energy 

conscious through publicity and improved disciples has improved 

fuel consumption. However the new controllers only operate in the 

orthodox mode. The addition of predictive temperature control 

would give further savings. Control of cover opening would also be 

beneficial. 

Although effective utilisation of steam and oxygen is being 

pursued, it is difficult to comment en such large reductions as 

these are allocated figures. 

Even with the improved pit conditions, the policy of keeping 25 

soaking pits in operation continues. Although the management 

recognises that the load can be met by a maximum of 22 pit 

operation, they feel bunching of heats makes it impracticable The 

problem warrants a detailed investigation as substantial savings 

can be made in this area. 

It is pleasing to see that most of the BSC recommendations have 

been adopted and creditable improved production and energy savings 

achieved. However, some of the recommendations have only been 

partially implement8~ ~nd these should be pursued in full. 
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2.8 Billet Hill 

The output is 38% higher and the energy usage is 37% less than 

three years ago mainly due to the higher throughput. 

BSP claim that improvement in mill operation offered energy savings 

of Rs 26.7 Lakh for the year 1989/90. 

2.9 Rail and Structural Mill 

Output in the Rail and Structural Mill increased by 17% over the 

three years; the best production figures were for 1988/89. For the 

same period the energy consumption per ton improved by almost 27%. 

Although steam and oxygen figures are by allocation, 30% savings in 

fuel and a 9% saving in power is metered. 

At thP. time of the last visit the furnaces were in their worst 

condition and were scheduled for capital repairs. BSC 

reconvner.dations ha\le been implemented. Major savings have been 

achieved through improved skid insulation (Potential: Rs 90 La~h 

p.a.), implementing microprocessor based controller (Potential: Rs 

25 Lakh p.a.) and routine maintenance. 

strategy will further improve savings. 

Incorporating a delay 

Because the production ratio (mill tons/crude steel tons) is down 

the energy savings on a crude steel basis is even higher at 37ll;. 

However, it is important that two furnace operation should be 

carried out whenever possible rather than the three furnace 

operation presently being pursued. 

The story 1s very similar to the other mill areas. The output is 

10' higher than three years ago with an energy saving of some 8~. 

This could be mostly associated w1th increased production. 

However, the energy saving per ton of crude steel is 27% due to the 

lower production rat10. 
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Furnace No.~ is now equipped with micro-prncessor controller~ and 

the other two furnaces will be s1milarly equipped. Modified skid 

insulation has been installed on No.1 furnace, to be extended to 

other furnaces. In addition No. 1 furnace is operating with high 

emissivity refractory (heat bar) coating. 

2.11 ~od Mill 

Output from the rod mill is improved by 13~ with a total energy 

saving of some 6% based on rod product but 23% based on crude 

steel, due to a reduced product1on ratio. Since the furnace was in 

a reasonable state when first visited most of the savings can be 

associated with higher production and improved operation. 

2.12 Plat~_J!i11 

Due to poor demand the production was low during the first visit. 

The output is now 56: higher than three years ago and the energy is 

reduced by 26%. The most important c.Jmponent was power reduced by 

55%. 

The savings in power are achieved through reduced idling and 

increased production. Installation of variable speed control on 

some heavy duty motors has been ~pproved and wi~' ~:rer potential 

savings of Rs 16 Lakh p.a. 

Savings in fuel usage ~as achieved by operatlng better furnace 

schedules, improved skid 1nsulation on No.1 (Potential savings Rs 9 

Lakh p.a.), microprocessor control on No.2 furnace (Potential 

savings Rs 10 Lakh p.a.) and high emissivity refractory coating at 

No.1 furnace. Further potent1<ll for savings exist by implementing 

BSC recommendations on dll furnaces and instituting a delay 

strategy in the micro process control of the furnaces. 
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2.13 Steam Generation and Usage 

The amount of steam generated i1srr fuel has increased by ~I~ due to 

the new power stat ion. Tht: r:et .,;ner·9y required per ton of steam 

has increased by 3.0~- This apparent decrease in efficiency is due 

to greater fuel ~sage, but really me3ns ~ery little, particularly 

as all steam 1s v.llued therm.1~~Y .:t the same le\e1 of O.i5 Gcai/ton 

whatever the steam conditicns. If actua1 steam condition had bee~ 

used the result would ha;e been m0re favourable. Also condensate 

return is not allowed for and hence the 'nottonal effic1ency' on 

table 2. ~3 i$ me:-ely a c001r-:ir·att·.·e fi·]'..H"e. 

Despite the greater steam m~de :he te:ta1 steam (rn:ll!drng waste 

heat steam) per ton crude ~teel has cr·opped to 2.35 ton/TCS, a 

reduction of 11:. The process steam wliich excludes all but the net 

steam used for· power prnduct ion ;:ind that used for BF blowing. and 

is arrived at by difference, and hence includes losses, has 

decreased by 15~ to 0.82 ton/ton crude steel. 

Power generated has increased by 36% due to the new power station. 

The net energy usage has decreased by 38~. This can be attributed 

partly to the more effic1ent new power station, but this also 

allows more pass out steam from the old power station. Indeed the 

energy efficiency is very dependant on the amount of pass-out as is 

shown in the 88/89 data when net energy usage was lower than rn 

89/90 due to a greater pass-out proportion. 

'Own generation' has increased from 33 to 38'.!". and the e1ectncity 

per ton of crude ::.teel, althou!)t1 :·.ti 11 high, has reduced from ~70 

kWh/TCS to 4~0 kWh/TCS, a useful reduct1on of 13.5~. 
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2.15 Miscellaneous and Losses 

This category represents energy used that has not been allocated to 

departments (such as Central Workshops and Offices etc) as well as 

direct energy losses. It is a significant part of the total energy 

usage and amounted to no less than 10% of the total in 86/87. For 

89/90 there has been a dramatic improvement and the energy 

allocated was reduced by 34%. The proportion of the total energy 

came down to 8%. 

There was a reduction in all components, but electricity and oxygen 

were the major areas of improvement. How much of the saving is due 

to reduced usage and how much due to lower losses is not shown in 

the table but it is possible for the works to take the analysis 

further. For power and steam, where metering is often inadequate, 

this would not be very rewarding, but for oxygen the separate 

effect of excess energy for its production, and energy lost cue to 

leakage and blow-off could usefully be separated. 

2.16 Works Total 

The total energy usage has come down every year from f6/87 and was 

almost 2.0 Gcal/TCS lower in 89/90, representing a saving of 16.7~. 

The balanced energy usage was 8.92 Gcal/TCS and was 17~ lower than 

in 1986/87. Note that the 1986/87 data has been changed somewhat 

from that appearing or. the works statistics sheets. There was an 

over estimate of coke oven by-products which has been added to the 

totals and steam had been under charged to the coke ovens and blast 

furnaces and this has heen ~dded back to the departments and taken 

off miscellaneous and losses. 

Every department has shown a reduction per unit of product except 

steam production which may not be significant. Every department 

has shown a reduction per ton crude steel except for continuous 

casting where the higher proportion of continuous casting resulted 

in a slight increase, but of course contributed to an overall 

decrease in energy. 
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Of the total saving of ~.95 Gcal/TCS. the -miscellaneous and 

losses- contributed the largest :;h..ire wlth ll.394 Gcals. Coke ovens 

and sinter plant are next with 0.323 and 0.320 respectively and SHS 

1 and the blooming mill gave savings of 0.241 and 0.~22. These 

five departments contributed 1.5 Gcal/TCS or· 77'!. cf the total 

savings. 

Table 2.17 is a sunmary of departmental savings on a crude steel 

basis, and separates the savings into these that are due to 

production ratio changes and those due to changes in depart~ntal 

efficiencf. 

Of the total savings of 1.:JS Gcal/TCS about 0.45 is contributed by 

favourable changes in production rat1os so that about ~.5 Gcal are 

saved due to better departmental performances. 

Of the 0.45 Gcal/TCS which was saved due to variable product10~ 

ratio the coke ovens, sinter plant and blast furnaces account for 

0.31 Gcal/TCS. Melting shops for· 0.02 and continuous casting and 

primary mills for C.05 Gcal/TCS. These were the major contributors 

under this heading. 

A 11 departments except Steam gene rat ion achieved higher efficiency. 

The S1nter plant, Steelplant, Plate mill, Pr1mary mill and Coke 

ovens being the most outstanding. 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

I TABLE 2.1 -- -- - - -- - ------! Apr 89 I Difference 

ICOKE OVENS ! Feb 90 186187 & 89/90 _j __ , _ ___.__. --,.--

·---------------+--8_61_8_7 1 __ 137Ia8----f. 88/89 (89/90) I Gcal!T I % - I ~~~~-~,~~-+-,~-~ 

!output kT/a Gross Coke 2326.7 
1 

2354.1 ! 2780.5 I 2643.5 : ! 1 

i I i (2883.8) i +24 
! Heat Input I l I 
l Charge Coal, Gcal/TP 8.928 I 8.855 j 8.89 l 8.938 I +0.010 
! Under Firing, GcaL'TP 0.908 0.955 i 0.884 I 0.888 i -0.02 
i Power, Gcal/TP 0.055 0.0531 0.077 ~ 0.076 I +0.021 
I Steam. Gcal/TP I 0.254 0.268 0.323 i 0.325 !' +0.071 
jTOTAL INPUT 10.145 10.131 j 10.174 10.227 I +0.082 

i Heat Output 
5

_
964 

I I ll I Coke, Gcal/TP 6. 165 6.138 6.229 +0.064 

II Gas, Gcal/TP 1.532 1.564 I 1.585 I 1.608 I +0.076 I 
1 By-Products, Gcal/TP 1 0.383 0.398 0.45 0.449 I +0.066 
!TOTAL OUTPUT I 8.08 7.926 8.17~ 8.286 +0.206 

~N_e_t-_U_sa~ge_G_ca_llT_P ________ I 20658+ __ 2_.2_0_5-.--__ 1.~9_98_..._~1.941 
Energy yield loss Gcal/TP 0.929 0. 714 0.652 
Energy yield loss % of coal input 9.5 10.5 8 7.31 
Energy Net of yield loss 1.217 1.276 1.284 1.289 
Production Ratio (Coke/Crude Steel) 1.04 0.98 0.93 0.94 
Gcal/TonCrudeSteel(act) 2.148 2.161 1.858 I 1.825 
Yield, G. Coke/Coa1· 0.765 0.77 ! 0.764 0.768 

I 

Yield, BF Coke/G.Coke• 0.897 0.896 0.893 0.895 · 
BF Screen Loss (%) 7 8. 18 5.68 5.1 
OverallScreenings,%ofG.Coke· 17.6 17.8 15.8 15.1 
Imported Coal,% 27.8 26.9 36.3 
Micum 10 (old batteries) 11.8 11.6 11.1 
Micum 10 (No 9 Battery) &.8 

11.2 
8.9 

+ 80mm in BF Coke % 21.5 11-7 15.5 16. 7/11.0 

• G.Coke = Gross Coke 

980.PH/SB -1-1 

-0.124 
-0.196 

+0.072 

-0.323 

+0.1 
-2.2 

+38.2 I 
+28.0 
+0.8 

+1.0 
+5.0 

I 

! 
i 
I 
I 
I 

I 
+17.2 l 
+2.5 

-6.0 
-23.1 

i 
: 

+5.9 
-9.6 i 

-15.0 I 
I 
I 
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BHILA! STEEL PLANT I I ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS {AND RCLATED DATA) 

I I._____ 
iTABLE2.2 
!SINTER PLANT 

I !output kT/a 
! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
Coke Breeze GcaUTP 
Ignition Fuel GcaUTP 
Power GcaUTP 
Steam GcaUT? 
TOTAL USAGE 

Production Ratio TP/TCS 
Gc/TCS {act) 
Coke Breeze kg/TP SPl 
Coke Breeze kg/TP SP2 
Flue Dust {SPl only) kg/T.P 
Return Sinter % 
% Utilization } SPl 
{% of calender/ } SP2 

TABLE2.3 
BLAST FURNACES 
Output kT/a 

CokeGcaUTP 
Gas to Stoves GcaUTP 
Steam lor Blast GcaUTP 
Process Steam GcaUTP 
Power Gcal, TP 
Total Input 
B.F. Gas GcaUTF 
Net Energy Usage Gcal/TP 
Coke - Gas Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS {act) 
Slag Volume kg/t 
Limestone kg/t 
Sinter kg/t 
Blast Temperature Deg.C(l-6) 
Blast Temperature Deg.C (No. 7) 

Steam Usage T/h/Fnce 
H.M. Temperature Deg.C (1-6) 
H.M. Temperature Deg.C (No. 7) 

980.PH/SB 

86/87 87/88 
i 

2642.51 2664.8 I 
I 
' I 

0.6791 0.5651 
0.108 0.1 
0.152 0.1481 
0.003 0.002 
0.941 0.816 l 

I 
1.18 1.1 
1.11 0.898 
115 107 
105 g4 
38 39 

39.5 39.2 
75.6 73.1 

73 68 

2510 2556.1 

4.387 4.318 
0.564 0.597 
0.497 0.505 
0.096 0.08 
0.032 0.076 
5.576 5.576 
1.799 1.802 
3.777 3.774 
2.588 2.516 

1.13 1.06 

4.2681 4.000 
470 487 

20 26 
1037 1021 
770 792 

1.79 1.95 
1 367 1371 

-------

45 

Apr89 : Difference 
Feb90 86187 & 89/90 

88/89 (89/90) GcaUT % 

3190.11 3283.3 
(3580.6) I +35.0 

o.53 I o.491 -0.188 -27.7 
0.083 0.018 I -0.030 -27.8 
0.127 0.11 -0.042 -27.6 
0.003 0.002 -0.001 -33.3 
0.743 0.681 -0.260 -27.6 

1.06 I 1.16 

I o.788 j 0.79 -0.320 -28.8 
96 I 76 

861 78 
26 49 

36.7 34 
82.9 85.3 

82 81 

3306.2 3147.7 
(3433.9) +37.0 

4.2 4.308 -0.079 -1.80 
0.61 0.613 +0.049 +8.69 

0.476 0.459 -0.038 -7.65 
0.081 0.077 -0.019 -19.8 
0.084 0.082 +0.050 +156.3 
5.451 5.539 -0.037 -~.66 

1.644 1.781 -0.018 -1.00 
3.807 3.758 -0.019 -0.50 
2.556 2.527 (-0.06) (-2.35) 

1.1 I 1.11 
4.188 4.171 -0.097 -2.27 

433 
22 

910 
807 768 
886 919 

2.03 2.12 
1377 

I 
1405 ____ _J 
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TABLE2.4 
SMS I (OPEN HEARTH) 

Output kT/a 

Energy Input Gcal/T? 
Fuel 
Power 
Stear.: 
Oxygen (@ 2500 /m3) 
Boiler Coal 
Total Input 
Steam Recovery 
Net Usage Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS (act) 
lriot Metal/TP (Tons) 
Scrap t/TP 
I Limestone kg/t 
! Raw Dolomite kg/t 

TABLE2.5 I SMS II (LO) 
Ou:put kT/a (liquid steel) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fuels Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam (@ 750/T) Gcal/TP 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 
Total Input Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS (act) 
Hot Metal/TP kg 
Scrap kg 
limestone kg 
Oxygen m3/t 
SMS (Combined) 
Output 

LO Ratio O/o 
Gcal/TCS 

980.PH/SB 

British Steel Consultants 

BHILAI STEEL PLANT 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86187 & 89/90 

86187 87/88 ... 88/89 (89/90) Gcal/T 'Ml 
1525.6 1657.5 1917.1 1715.5 

... (1871.5) +23.0 

1.151 0.991 0.914 0.725 -0.426 -37.0 
0.057 0.078 0.068 0.073 +0.016 +28.1 

0.01 0.008 0.038 0.042 +0.032 +320.0 
0.048 0.153 0.147 0.148 +0.100 +208.0 

0.09 0.1 0.089 0.076 -0.014 -15.6 
1.354 1.33 1.255 1.089 -0.265 -19.6 

0.1 0.072 0.084 0.086 -0.014 -14.0 
1.254 1.258 1.171 1.003 -0.251 -20.0 
0.68 0.69 0.64 0.61 

0.853 0.868 0.749 0.612 -0.241 -28.3 
0.88 0.837 0.884 0.93 
0.23 0.25 0.232 

58 45 43 
46 44 39 

704.5 813.8 1177 1201.3 
(1310.5) +86 

0.324 0.249 0.186 0.201 -0.123 -38.0 
0.087 0.078 0.063 0.062 -0.025 -28.7 

0.04 0.047 0.021 0.019 -0.021 -52.5 
o. 168 0.17 0.164 0.167 -0.001 -0.59 
0.619 0.542 0.437 0.449 -0.170 -27.5 

0.32 0.34 0.39 0.43 
0.198 0.184 0.17 0.193 -0.005 -2.53 

982 1005 952 969 
142 155 183 
6.6 10.7 10.9 9.5 

67.4 67.8 63.9 66.9 

2230 2471.3 3094.1 2916.8 
(3182.0) +42.7 

31.6 32.9 38 41.2 I 1.051 1.052 0.919 0.805 -0.246 -23.4 

46 
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------- ----1 
BHILAI STEEL PLANT I 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) ! 

TABLE 2.6 
CONTINUOUS CASTING 

Output kT/a 

Fuel GcaUTP 
Power GcaUTP 
Steam GcaUTP 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 
1Total Usage 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS 
% Concast 
% Ingots 

TABLE 2.7 
BLOOMING Mill 
Output kT/a 

Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 
Total Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS 
Bloom/Slab yield % 
Track Times hr-min 
Charge Temp. Deg.C 1st half 
Charge Temp. Deg.C 2nd hall 

!%Cold 

980.PH/SB 

I 
_J_ 

--

86/87 87/88 
650 754.5 

0.053 0.0931 
0.13 0.109 

0.006 0.007 
0.01 0.028 

0.198 0.237 
0.29 0.31 

0.058 0.073 
31.7 32.9 

5.5 4.47 

1398.5 1536.9 

0.71 0.573 
0.078 0.073 
0.057 0.044 

0.01 0.01 
0.855 0.7 

0.63 0.64 
0.539 0.448 

86.2 86.5 
4-05 3-35 

607 653 
558 604 

27.1 23.6 

47 

~ 
Apr89 I Difference ! 
Feb90 86/87 & 89190 I 

I 

88/89 (89/90) GcallT % 
1080.1 1109.6 

(1210.0) +86.0 

I 0.065 0.031 -0.022 -41.5 

0.095 0.084 -0.046 -35.4 I 
0.002 0.002 -0.004 -66.7 ! 
0.041 0.048 +0.038 +380.0 I 

I 
0.203 0.166 -0.032 -16.2 I 

0.36 0.39 I 
I 

0.073 0.065 +0.007 +11.6 I 

39.1 41.4 
2.86 

1682.2 I 1563.3 
(1705.4) +22.0 

0.51 0.493 -0.217 -30.6 
0.069 0.066 -0.012 -15.4 
0.011 0.01 -0.047 -82.5 

I 0.008 0.007 -0.003 -30.0 
0.596 0.577 -0.278 -32.5 

0.56 0.55 
0.334 0.317 -0.222 -41.2 

87.1 
3-40 

648 
614 

23.6 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE2.8 
BILLET MILL (Direct Rolled) 

Output kT/a 

Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 
Total Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS (act) 

TABLE2.9 I RAIL AND STRUCTURAL MILL 
Output kT/a 

I 
I 
I 

Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 
Total Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS (act) 

I TABLE2.10 
MERCHANT MILL 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Output kT/a 

Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Total Gcal!TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal/TCS (act) 

980.PH/SB 

86/87 87/88 
812.4 957.5 

0.086 0.074 
0.044 0.032 
0.012 0.011 
0.142 0.117 

0.36 0.4 
0.051 0.047 

490.6 535.3 

0.965 0.851 
0.24 0.223 

0.065 0.051 
0.003 0.003 
1.273 1.127 
0.22 0.22 
0.28 0.248 

335.1 400.7 

0.766 0.698 
0.18 0.16 
0.06 0.047 

1.006 0.905 
0.15 0.17 

0.151 0.154 

48 

Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86187 & 89/90 

88/89 (89/90) GcaVT % 
1021.6 1030.9 

(1124.6) +38.0 

0.07 0.065 -0.021 -24.4 
0.018 0.016 -0.028 -63.6 
0.00~ 0.008 -0.004 -33.3 
0.097 0.089 -0.053 -37.3 

0.34 0.36 
0.033 0.032 -0.019 -37.3 

616.7 526.7 
(574.6) +17 

0.696 0.671 -0.294 -30.5 
0.209 0.218 -0.022 -9.2 
0.039 0.04 -0.025 -38.5 
0.002 0.002 -0.001 -33.3 
0.945 0.032 -0.341 -26.8 
0.21 0.19 

0.198 0.177 -0.103 -36.8 

374.6 338.6 
(369.4) +10 

0.658 0.709 -0.057 -7.4 
0.179 0.182 +0.002 +1.1 
0.038 0.038 -0.022 -36.7 
0.875 0.929 -0.077 -7.7 

0.12 0.12 
0.105 0.111 -0.04 -26.5 
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i BHll.AI STEEL PLANT 
! ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

I 
ITABLE 2.11 
ROD MILL 

Output kT/a 

Fuel Gcal!TP 
Power GcaVTP 
Steam GcaVTP 
Total Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Gcal!TCS (act) 

TABLE2.12 
PLATE MILL 
!Output kT/a 

I 1Fuel Gcal/T.P 
I 

I Power GcaVTP 
l Steam Gcal/TP 
10xygen Gcal/TP 
!Total Input Gcal/T.P 

1 
Recovered Steam 

1Net Energy Usage Gcal/TP 
: Production Ratio 
I 
1Gcal/TCS (act) 

TABLE 2.13 
STEAM GENERATICN 
10utput kT1a 

I Fuel in Gcal!TP 
Power Gcal/TP 

!Total Input 

1
steam ou;put Gcal/TP 

INet Usage Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
jGcal/TCS (ac!) 
Boiler Coal % 
Notional Boiler Efficiency % 
Total Steam (inc W.H & Losses)kT/a 
Net Steam for power l blowing 
Process Steam (by diff) 
Process Steam T/TCS 
Total Steam T/TCS 

980.PH/SB 

86187 87/88 
361.6 351.9 

0.542 0.547 
0.289 0.293 
0.026 0.022 
0.857 0.862 
0.16 0.15 

0.137 0.129 

374.2 380.6 

0.965 1.058 
1.213 1.124 
0.081 0.11 
0.017 0.112 
2.276 2.405 

-NR o .. 1 
2.276 I 2.334 
0.17 0.16 

0.387 0.373 

5677.2 5395.4 

0.78 0.817 
0.057 0.059 
0.837 0.876 
0.75 0.75 

0.087 0.126 
2.55 2.24 

0.222 0.282 
73 69.7 

89.6 85.6 
5880.2 5590.8 
3731.5 3407.2 _L148.6 2183.5 

0.963 0.905 
2.637 2.318 

Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86187 & 89/90 

88/89 (89/90) GcalfT % 
372.2 373.4 

(407.3) +13 
0.527 0.511 -0.031 -~.7 

0.29 0.272 -0.017 -5.9 
0.026 0.023 -0.003 -11.5 
0.843 0.806 -0.051 -5.95 

0.12 0.13 
0.101 0.105 -0.032 -23.4 

573.8 535.7 
(584.4) +56 

0.897 0.909 -0.056 -5.8 
0.659 0.548 -0.665 -54.8 

0.0481 0.046 -0.035 -43.2 
0.005 0.007 -0.010 -58.8 
1.608 1.511 -0.765 -33.6 

0.06 0.051 +0.051 
1.548 1.46 -0.816 -35.8 

0.19 0.19 
0.294 0.277 -0.110 -28.4 

6281.2 6412.2 
(6995.1) +21 

0.786 0.793 +0.013 +1.7 
0.055 0.051 -0.006 -10.5 
0.841 0.844 +0.007 +0.7 

0.75 0.75 
0.091 0.094 +0.007 +8.0 

2.1 2.27 
0.191 0.211 -0.011 -4.95 

64.8 53.8 
89.2 89 

6541.81 (7249.9) 
4064 (4726.4) 

2477.8 (2313.2) 
0.827 0.819 -15.0 
2.183 2.352 -10.8 

- --
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British Steel Consuitants 

BHILAI STEEL PLANT 1 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE 2.14 Apr89 Difference 
POWER GENERATION Feb90 86/87 & 89/90 

86/87 87/88 88/89 (89/90) GcaVT o/a ,....__ 
Output Gwh/a 421.9 348.7 452.7 527.4 

(575.3) +36 
Steam input Gcal/Gwh 4.386 4.281 5.523 5.035 +0.649 +14.8 

Power output Gcal/Gwh 3 3 3 3 
Steam output Gcal/Gwh 0.708 0.652 2.266 1.615 +0.907 +128 
Net Usage Gcal/Gwh 0.678 0.63 0.257 0.42 -0.258 -38.1 

Production Ratio Gwh/TCS 0.19 0.14 0.15 0.19 
Gcal/TCS (act) 0.128 0.088 0.039 0.08 -0.048 -37.5 
Notional Efficiency % 36 35.3 56.6 49.2 
Total Works Power Usage Gwh/a 1269.2 1403.9 1529.9 1389.7 
% own Generation 33.2 24.8 29.6 37.95 
kWh/TCS 569 582 510 492 -13.5 

TABLE 2.15 
MISCELLANEOUS & LOSSES 
Fuels Gcal/TCS 0.159 0.141 0.114 0.121 -0.038 -23.9 
Power Gcal/TCS 0.889 0.833 0.725 0.702 -0.187 -21.0 
Steam Gcal/TCS 0.23 0.173 0.158 0.152 -0.078 -33.9 
Oxygen Gcal/TCS 0.239 0.071 0.065 0.058 -0.181 -75.7 
Total Gcal/TCS 1.517 1.217 1.061 1.033 -0.484 -31.9 
Oxygen credit Gcal/TCS 0.342 0.277 0.253 0.253 -0.089 -26.0 
Net Miscellaneous & Losses Gi;al/TCS 1.175 0.94 0.808 0.781 -0.394 -33.5 

TABLE 2.16 
WORKS TOTAL 
Crude Steel Output kT/a 2230 2112 2997.2 2825.2 

(3082.0) +38 
Gcal/TCS actual 11.754 10.96 ~.977 9.78 -1.954 -16.7 
Gcal/TCS Balanced 10.751 10.147 9.248 8.923 -1.828 -17.0 
Gcal/TCS (Balanced) OH Route 10.022 9.393 9.057 
Gcal/TCS (Ba!anced) LO/CC/PM Route 10.385 8.991 8.719 

980.PH/SB 50 
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TABLE 2.17 

81.tlLAI STEEL PLANT 
ANALYSIS OF DEPARTMENTAL CHANGES 

COMPARISON OF 86/87 AND 89/90 CHANGES/TON CRUDE STEEL 

DUE TO DUE TO TOTAL 
DEPARTMENT EFFICIENCY PROD.RATIO GcaVTCS 

GcaVTCS GcaVTCS 
Coke Ovens 0.116 0.207 0.323 
Sinter Plant 0.302 0.018 0.32 
Blast Furnaces 0.021 0.076 0.097 
S.M.S.I 0.153 0.088 0.241 
S.M.S. II 0.073 (0.068) 0.005 

S.M.S. Combined 0.226 0.02 0.246 

Continuous Casting 0.012 (0.019) (0.007t 
Primary Mill 0.153 0.069 0.222 

C.C. AND P.M. Combined 0.165 0.05 0.215 

Billet Mill 0.019 NIL 0.019 
R & S Mill 0.065 0.038 0.103 
Merchant Mill 0.009 0.031 0.04 
Rod Mill 0.006 0.026 0.032 
Plate Mill 0.155 (0.045) 0.11 
Steam Generation (0.014) 0.025 0.011 
Power Generation 0.048 NIL 0.048 
Miscellaneous and Losses 0.394 NIL 0.394 

TOTAL 1.512 0.446 1.958 

• FIGS IN BRACKETS INDICATE ADVERSE CHANGES 

9-'lO.PH/SB 51 
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PART3 

ENERGY MONITORING STUDY 

ROURKELA STEEL PLANT (RSP) 

• 
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ENERGY HONlTOIHNG - RSP 
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3.0 

3.1 

British Steel Consultants 

~~E$SMENT REpoRJ_QN ROURKELA STEEL PLANT 

Gross co~e output has increased by 9~ without any p1ant additions. 

The net energy has come down by a massive 25~ as detailed in 

Tab le 3. 1. 

Underfiring 1s usefully reduced by 7%, which is attributed to fewer 

fuel changes, more regular combustion chec~ing. better temperature 

cont;-ol and more regular pushing, although no quantitative data 

were obtained. Steam heating of the coke oven gas had been 

introduced to prevent burners a~d control valves clogg1ng. 

Power was down by 14X and 

progress made in changing 

electrical alternatives on 

could have been influenced by 

over to steam drives, instead of 

the exhausters. Now more than 60% 

the exhausters are using back press~rc steam drives due to 

improved steam conditions now available. This in turn 1s due 

the lower steam usage on the works as a whole. This proportion 

expected to increase in future. 

the 

the 

of 

the 

to 

is 

Steam usage wa~ down by 17~. This would not be significant'y 

affected by the move towards more steam drives as they are operated 

as back pressure units. The only explanation was better 

housekeeping. such as attention to steam leaks etc. 

Gas yields were greatly improved by 10% and by-products bv 7%. Gas 

calorific value was 12% better. This was attributed to the better 

'health' of the batteries overall as a bad battery had been taken 

out and a rebu1lt one introduced in 1ts place. Also better 

maintenance of oven brick work by spray1ng and gunning together 

w1th better door sealing arising out of the introduction of 

hydrojet door cl~aning on som~ batteries. and the more recent 

introduction of mechanical frame cleaning. A full installat1on of 

these features is planned. 
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British Steel Consultants 

The key item on coke ovens is the 'energy yield loss' factor. That 

is the coal heat input minus heat output in coke, gas and 

by-p~oducts. This has improved from a very poor level of 14% of 

the coal input 1n 86/87 to 8.6~ 1n 89i90. This represents a saving 

of 0.532 Gcal/TP acco~~t1ng for 87~ of the overall saving. About a 

third of the improvement in energy y-ield is due to the 1mproved 

yield of gas and by-product and the rest is because of improved 

coke from coal yields, but how this had been achieved was obscure. 

Regular weighing of the charging car- is now practised and 20-30% of 

all ovens are weighed and the weighbridges are calibrated more 

frequently. This exercise indicates that coal weights are perhaps 

under estimated. Thus more coa1 may be charged to the ovens than 

the accounting system assumes, which could explain the improvement. 

But as the levels of energy yield ioss are still high and as it is 

not clear how the improvement has been made more work is required. 

The special exercise to solve this problem has apparently not been 

carr1ed out as suggested in the first report. Although 1t is 

planned to 1nstall electronic weighers on the blast furnace coke 

belts. As this is a corporate pr-oblem perhaps R & D could become 

rnvo1ved. 

The screen~ng loss at the coke ovens has slightly deteriorated 

despite improved coke qual1ty, better screen m~intenance and some 

reduction in the bottom size screen mats. Coke quality has been 

improved by better coal crushing so that the ~ - 3mm has improved 

from 73.3~ to 77.3~ and the M10 from 10.5 to 9.9. This has been 

done by better maintenance on the coa1 crushing plar.t. 

Two of the five BF coke screens have been changed from 40mm to 

35nvn. This is disappointing as 3 year:; ago aperture~ of 25mm were 

suggested. As 1t is now understood that screens at the blast 

furnaces have been reduced to 20mm it is irrational to screen at 

35nvn at the ovens. Th1z practic~ should be compared to Bhilai 

where 20mm screens are used at the co~:e ovens and at the t last 

furnaces. 
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3.2 

British Steel Consultants 

Blast furnace screenings have llv,,;e·•er reouced so thJt overall the 

screen loss hJs been improved frcm 2ti~ tu ·~· This iS a very 

use.=u1 imorovement but still far shor·t of BSP ar.d world prac:1se 

and r·equires urgent action to t.:11-..e scr·een mat :;1:es dc~m to 25 or· 

even ::omrr.. 

There are plans for· 'ian0us 1mpr0•€:ments wh1cn .:ir·e 1 isted br·i~fly 

below 

la) Goosenec~ temperature measurements to indicate the end of 

coking. 

(bl coke temperature measurement rn the guide and in the quenching 

c:-ar. 

(c) flue gas an~lysers. 

(d) on-main charging. 

(e) briquette charging - to improve the M10 by 1.5 

(f) stamp charging - to give H10 improvements of 3.5. 

( g) imp--ove segregation of col\e types. 

These improvements should reflect favourably on the energy usage, 

but the important area 1s to reduce still further the energy yield 

loss and to reduce screen sizes in order to reduce screenings loss. 

Sinter Pla11t 

Output hds 1mproved by no less lhdn 24% and energy consumpt1on has 

decreased by a very creditable 37~ (See Table 3.2). 

The most important component 1::. co"-e t.ir-eeze, which is 43% lower and 

accounts for 87: of the overall saving. This was attributed to 

better coke breeze crushing which was very poor in the past. Some 

of the statistics suggested that breeze s1zing had deteriorated but 

1t was explained that the prev1ous sampling point, at the cr~sher 

discharge was heavily biased and has been changed to the raw 

materials feed bin~. The t 1mm used to be as bad as 40-45% and was 

now 20 - 25% and the + 5mm 

T ti 1:; had heen .1ch 1 eved by 

had come cl:lwn from 2 5- 30% to about 

better maintenance and attention 

5'" ,.. . 

to 
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British Steel Consultants 

detail at the crushing plant. Wt111s~. U11s is 1:red1table there 1s 

room fo1· st i 11 more 1mprcvement rn th1s area. Other factors must 

also have contributed. Rubber l1ners 1r1 the mjxing drums have 

improved balling, distribution into the roll feeder hopper has been 

improved, and more recently the angle of the cut off plate has been 

made shallower to give better bed segr·egation. The deeper beds 

wi 11 have contributed mo~e recently and r·educing stoppages wi 11 

have had an important effect. 

Ignition fuel is down by 24~. but js sti11 high. hoods have been 

lengthened and high pressure side burners installed with auto 

controls. Whilst some of th~se modificat1ons would save fuel the 

move to longer hoods is considered to be detrimental and shorter 

hoods should be tried. A great deal of the saving must be output 

related. 

The reduction 1n power consumption of 14: 1s also partly output 

related but economies have also been introduced in that ma1n fan 

dampers are closed for stops exceeding 15 minutes and the fans ar·e 

stopped altogether if the strand is off for 3 hours or more. 

Cooler fans are stopped after half an hour. 

Screen mat sizes were in the past too big but hot screens have been 

reduced to 6nm ar!d co 1 d screens to 18 and 6mrn, with the 

intermediate size range berng for hear·U-1 layer·. One blast furnace 

has a sinter screen and other~ w111 f,)llow. These changes nave 

only been introduced relatively recently and wi1l have contributed 

towMds reducing the rnturn fines from 40 to 36. 5%. 

Suet 10ns under tl)e strand: have beer1 increased from 300/350 mm w. g 

to 550/600 mm w.g. This was achieved by replacing many ~allets 

during a capital repair and sealing many leaks. As a result the 

bed he1ghts have been rn·:reased from around .180rnm to 420/430mm. It 

is intended to fit heavier drop bdr~ in the pallets by doubling the 

weight to ob tarn better se.;1 l 1119. The cconon11 cs of rep lac rnq the 

multi-cyclones Dy electro f1lter·s. have apparently not been 

cxarn1ncrl, dnd nor have the po~51h1l1t10~ 1,f fan modifications. 
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British Steel Consultants 

Higher qual itv grate bar·s uf 2.:/27~ chr-ome have been ir.trodt.:ced Jnd 

grate bar delays have come down dramaticall1· from 270 hours in 

88/89 to 35 hours in the current year. 

Delays overa~l have dropped from almost 5000 hours in 86/87 to 2700 

in the 11 months of 89/90. 

Future plans include: 

(a) Modifying the hearth layer syste;n to obtain more accurate 
control. 

(b) Screening out under· si;:e fractions of coke b.·eeze prior to 
crushing. 

(c) Modifications to raw material propor·tioning by load cells on 

the bins etc, including auto correction for coke moisture 

(d) The addition of bed blending, to incorporate a large part of 
the coke. 

There has been very encour·agin~J pr-ogress in this department so that 

it is now the best of the three plants in energy terms when it was 

the worst 3 :;ears ago. Ignition hood design has been criticised 

and some of the modifications have taken a long time to implement. 

3. 3 ~.1.<!~t _(ur:~a~es 

Output has hardly changed and is only marginally higher than in 
36/87. 

The net energy usage has improved only slightly by 0.11 Gcal/THM or 
2.5~. 

Coke has reduced by 6.6: but as a consequence B.F gas recovery 1s 

lower by 14% so that 75t of the co~e saving is offset. 

Stove ga::; has increased by a lmr•::.t 4~ uesp1 te a reduct ion in b 1 ast 

temperature of some 30 C, the reduction 1n coke rate and the 

installation of cold blast main insulation. As it was also claimed 
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British Steel Consultants 

that only stov<?s were use for most of the time and 

instrumentation had been replaced on two furnaces, the inference 

must be that stove efficiency or hot bldst leaks or both have 

worsened and while there was no time to investigate further during 

the v1sit it is clearly an dred requiring urgent attention. 

Steam used for blast produc~ion was excessive 3 years ago and 

several actions have been taken to reduce this, including better 

co-ordination between the furnaces and the blowing house, the 

reconditioning of the turbo blowers and attention to steam, cold 

blast and hot blast lea~s. The overall saving was only 4: despite 

the reduced coke rate and so cannot be considered a satisfactory 

situation and reqcires further attention. 

Indeed the carbon and nitrogen balJnce3 carried out by the Energy 

department have snown some deterioration. ~he detailed audit over 

the whole area of blast and gas lasses, which was suggested three 

years ago does not appear t~ have ~een done. 

Pr-ocess st:;Jm consumption has been reduced significant 1 y by 26% 

which is said to be due to better· housekeeping and reduced blast 

humidification. It was not possible to chec~ the latter claim but 

the reduced coke rates with lower blast temperatures would support 

it. There had also been an increase in the sinter proportio:i from 

728 ~g/THM in 86/87 to 826 in 38/89 and higher still in the current 

year. This was made possible by better sinter plant outputs. 

The furnaces are still not driving and slips are 

(contributing to gac •ri:,ses l. On 

that different ch~r~ing sequences 
the last ~isit it was 

might be tried and 

frequent 

suggested 

different 

layer thickness have in fact been used with the help of gas probes. 

Layer charging is often the most eff 1cient method but can lnhib1t 

furnace drive if burden materials are not adeouately sized. Other 

charging methods could be tr1ed. It was also suggested that 

controlled slips, induced by regular checking, although far from 

ideal, would be better than uncontrolled slips. There appeared to 

be a willingness to at least think about th1s. 
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British Steel Consultants 

Raw limestone had reduced from 125 kg/THM to 113 in 88/89 but is 

still high. This was partly due to the sinter proportion differing 

from furnace to furnace so that the flux addition at the sinter 

plant had to suit the higher sinter furnace. There would be useful 

gains by levelling out sinter rates and charging more flux to the 
sinter. 

Hot metal silicon was virtually uncl"tanged at about 1.6%. 

Blast temperatures were rather lower than p;eviously but it was not 

clear whether this was in response to a suggestion three years ago 

to opt for lower and steadier blast temperatures rather than be at 

the mercy of gas availability; but the general impression was that 

the suggestions had not been properly evaluated and although it is 

not so relevant now the question should still be asked again. 

Three years ago there was an attempt to encourage the operators to 
use a wider size range of coke - if only experimentally - in the 
interests of obtaining a higher yield of skip coke from gross coke. 
Because the top size at this works is 100mm compared to 80mm 
nominal at the otl"ter two works the emphasis was on reducing the 
bottom size limit and establishing a more rational screening 

regime. In 1987 the coke oven screens were 40mm c.nd the blast 

furnace screens 25mm. Now 2 of 5 coke oven screens have been 

reduced to 35mm and the blast furnace screens to 20mm. Progress 

has been very slow and the screens at the coke ovens should be of 

the same size as at the furnaces (eg at BSP both are 20mm). There 
is a reluctance to make this change due to the wide size range of 

the coke, which seems to be an exaggerated fear. Trials should be 

carried out with some urgency. If 20/25mm screens create 

difficulties then reducing the top Jize to a nominal 80mm would 

more logical th.ir1 maintaining coke oven screens at 35/40mm. 

any 

be 

Water sprays are now used for cooling the furnace tops rather than 

steam, contributing to the reduction in process steam usage. 

Nitrogen for purging and bell sealing has not been introduced due 

to a site shortage of nitrogen, but it is used for cooling/purging 
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the gas prooes. 

pr·obe results. 

Time did not pennit ,my detailed assessment of the 

Trials were in hand of improved trough materials in order to 

minimise delays and secure better c3sting consistency, and the use 

of water less tap hole clay was being considered, although it would 

be difficult to justify with low blast pressures, particularly if 

such materials necessitated new clay guns. 

Overall there has been a useful reduction of energy in this area, 

particularly as the lower coke rate will save energy at the coke 

ovens and a~ the iron/crude steel ratio has been reduced the saving 

on a crude steel basis is 0.26 Gcal/TCS or 5%. Nevertheless the 

failure to assess previous suggestions and the delay in 

implementing others (eg coke sizing} must be criticised. There is 

plenty of scope for further improvements, particularly on the 

stoves and on gas and blast losses. 

Output has increased by 19% and energy consumption has decreased 

overall by 21~. (See Table 3.4) 

The major factor is the reduced fuel usage which accounts for most 

(98%) of the energy saving. The reasons for the fuel saving are 

firstly the increased output, seco.1dly the stear.i main supplying the 

atomising medium has been replaced giving an increase in pressure 

from 7 Kg/cm~ to a-g Kg/cm~. Thirdly higher calorific value of the 

coke oven gas has helped slightly. But undoubtedly an important 

factor has been the introduction of the Korf process of back-wall 

lancing. Currently only one f11rnace out of three operating can use 

this system but the percentage of Korf operation has increased from 

22 to 34%. This process gives a tap to tap time of 5 hours and 

uses only half the fuel of the conventional furnaces. It is 

planned to install another valve station so that future operation 

will consist of usin3 only the two Korf furnace~. which should give 

further improvement in energy consumption. 
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British Steel Consultants 

Power consumpt1on has increased by 31:, mostly in 89/90. The 

reason was not discovered. Steam has been reduced by 14%, for a 

variety of reasons; better steam conditions, proportionally less 

tar fuel and presumably greater Kor-f operation. Oxygen has also 

reduced by 10~. attributed to better utilisation in the Korf 
fur,ace. 

Although scrap is dearer than hot metal the use of scrap is 

maximised for maximum output and has increased from 533 to 562 

kg/TCS with parallel reductions in hot metal, helping to reduce the 

hot metal/crude steel ratio and save energy overall. 

The output of LO steel in 1989/90 was running at a rate slightly 

less than rn 86/87, due, it is understood, to a shortage of i ran as 

a blast furnaces had been off. The output in 83/89 was much 

higher, being some 8: over the base year. 

Whilst the LO process does not consume 1ery much energy it was 

disturbing to find that the usage was some 8% higher than in the 

base year. This was 1argely due to an increase in fuel and power 

of 14% and 27~ respectively, offset by a reduction in oxygen. The 

change in power was claimed to be due to a change in allocation and 

no reason could be given for the fuel increase as economies were 

claimed for the mixers and for ladle heating. This shifted the 

responsibility to the lime burning plant. It was disappointing 

that these facts did not appear- to be appreciated by the o~~rators, 

indicating that energy awareness could still be improved in some 
ar-eas. 

The mc;t important factor on an LO plant is to reduce the hot metal 

usage so that less high energy hot metal is needed. There has been 

progress in this field with a reduction from 1051 kg/TCS to 1030 

kg/TCS in the current year. The current level is still high, but 

problems still exist due to low metal temperatures. The iron is 

said to cool from 135o·c to 1~5o·c between the blast furnaces and 
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British Steel Consultants 

the melting shop. The possibility of improving metal temperature 

by slicker movement of ladles and by insulated lids etc. was 

mentioned in the first report, but apparently had not been followed 

up. As this works seems to be iron constrained there is a greater 

incentive to reduce hot metal usage as steel output could be 

increased as well as saving energy. Hence RSP could well be the 

SAIL leader in exploiting high scrap techniques. 

The proportion of LO steel had fallen in the current year (see 

earlier comment) so that the savings on the total steel make were 

only 1.5%, rather than the 4.8% that would have been achieved if 

the 86/87 ratios had obtained. However as the O.H furnace used 

less iron the total energy to the crude steel stage is lower on the 

O.H route than the LO (5.22 Gcal, compared with 7.37 Gcal) 

It is of course still preferable, energy wise, to favour the LO as 

long as the scrap proportion overall is not reduced. 

Cooling overhot heats by adding lime is still practised and 

alternatives (e.g. scrap) should be sought. 

On the mixers the general health was said to be very much better 

and air gas ratio is set manually from time to time. Savings of 

the order of 15% were claimed. Ladle heating had been improved by 

fitting new burners resulting in heat'~g times being reduced by 

half. Sliding gates were now in use 30 the stopper oven is not 
required. 

The longer term plan is to build a new LO shop with 2 vessels but 

to retain 3 vessels in the old shop. It was suggested three years 

acio that a relative 1 y sma n increase in the vesse 1 size on the new 

shop would enable all the old converters to be scrapped and that 

this should be considered. It is not known whether it has been 

assessed but the original plan to retain part of ~he old shop has 
not changed. 
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British Steel Consultants 

Jutput has increased by 9% and the energy consumption has decreased 

overall by 8% (See Table 3.6). 

The major factor is the r·educed fuel usage which accounts for most 

of the energy savings. The reason for the fuel savings can mostly 

be explained by the increase in output. The number of pits 

operating remain the same at 22 a~ during the last visit. It was 

suggested that theoretically 10 pits would suffice but because of 

the erratic scheduling a buffer of 50~ more should be sufficient. 

The scheduling is still erratic but managemer.t agrees that 22 pit 

operation could be cut down to 17 pits. An effe~tively operated 

scheduling strategy would be expected to cut fuel consumption by up 

to 5% with a reduced scale lo~s. 

Cold charging has not improved significantly. Track time has 
however improved, with heats at less than 3.5 hours increasing from 

49% to 67%. This will contribute towards the> energy saving and the 

18% reduction in heating time, together with the improved 

ir~ulation and combustion control. 

Power savings of 4% can be accounted for partly due to the increase 

in output and partly due to improved housekeeping. The RSP Primary 

mill was the best of the works studied three years ago. The 

improvement made has allowed thi~ lead to be maintained. Progress 

in implementing the original proposals has been slow in such 

matters as scheduling and reducing the number of operating pits. 

3. 7 PJ~-t~ JHJJ 

This is one of the few areas visited where the output has decreased 

(6%) over the last three years. The overall energy consumption has 

increased by 22%, a substantially higher figure than expected. 
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expected improvement. Effcr~ 1~ needej to ma~e sure that the 

operating pr·ocedures ar·e fa l !owed. 

Implementation of delay strategy :m 1-lo.1 and No.2 furnaces, soon to 

be commissioned, will impro'.:e energy consumption. 

P!~ Plant (Spi_ral) 

D.::ta si10ws that .11thou:)~l 0ut1Cut IL:s ~n.:re.1sed !::y 26~ power usage 

has increased by 55: (See Table 3.) •. 

In the special1~t areas wher2 Ll~tering 

difficuit tc ccmment, ~ut ii th•:.;; 1s 

e··:planat 10n. 

;s questionable it 1s 

realistic it re.:iu1res 

3.10 Electri~ Sheet Hill 

Output ha~ de-:re.:ised ty 3~ and U1e ener·<Jy .:011su:npt ion has increased 

overall by 18:. 

In the context of the works as a whole, the thermal consumption of 

this plant is not very high. With tlie usua: problems of instrument 

malfunction, lack of data on thermal input compounded by very low 

throughputs it must be said that fro~ the very brief observation 

possible ther·e is some dc;ubt as to the correctness of the 

apportionment of fuels. 

3.11 ~old Rolling Hill 

Output has increased by 15% and the ener~JY consumption has also 

increased overall by 6:. 

The major portion of this increa~e 1n cnergv 1s reflected by the 

usage of nitrogen and ;,ynthes1:; qa:-. winch 1.:> LmexpL1ined. 
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British Steel Consultants • 
Fue1 consumptlo:: is very much reL1ted tc thro~gh;:;ut. W1th t:he 

increase 1n production a fuel s~ving of ?~ is achieved. Two of the 

48 hood annej1ers are corrm1ss10ned ..-1tt1 cer·am~c f1t;re iir!rng g1Vrng 

an average saving of 10•.;. This is soon to fo~fow on ancther i6 

furnaces. 

A saving in power of 2: is achieve~ due to higher out~ut. 

CRM boiler operation is very pocw and this may reflect in the 

increase in oil used at the boiler. Steam quality is erratic and 

poor. With steam super heaters not working the boilers are 

operating at very low efficienc1. Since the amount of oi1 used is 

very small little effort is expended in this area. 

The production rates seems to vary a lot year by year. The energy 

figures ar·e mostly by allocation and where they are not, they must 

be suspect as so many meters were found not to be wor~· ing. 

For effect111e managerial control it is recommended that 

instrumentation should be brought to an acceptable level. 

The total steam generation from the 2 Power Plants and the medium 

pressure boilers has increased by 62~. The steam from the CRM 

boilers has not teen included as it is very :ma11 and the energy 

usage is included in the CRM. 

Th~ data for the 3 boiler plants wa~ available separately and is 

presented in Table 3.13. 

The steam generated from the M.P. b01ler: has been decreas1ng 

steadily over the -~ vears under con:,1der·at 1on ancl wa::. 28~; lower in 

89/90 than in the ba~e year. Th~ net energy had increased slightly 

by 12~. largely due to hi0her steam input. 

980.PH/SB r;r 
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At the Gld powe~ 

generation cf 15~ 

British Steel Consultants 
·-------------------------

plant \PF~: :!.ere h.:iJ ais·.:- been a decline in 

and a9.:i1n U1e :iet em;r·gy had increased by 13~ 

The new po...-er· plant i.PP:! was :omw1ssion~d dtffing 87/33 and output 

has steadil1 risen. Th~ net energf ccnsumption has decre3sed w~th 

each year unt!l in the ~urrent jeJr ~t. was recorded as using 1 

negative quantit.y of ener·~i.'· Clea~·ly this i::; impossible and 

demonstrates the unsat isfact:H·,, .Ecn·J1•t. ing methods JS ·"'e11 as 

O.T1issions such as condensate which are !ieithe'" debited or credited. 

The ener··::JY con ta i nee! in a ton of st.earn 1:; assumed to be the same 

(0.77 Gcal/t steam) fo1· ct11 boilers whatever the steam conditions. 

This is clearly not so, but the d.lta .ire cornpar·ative and as steJm 

is charged out at the same energy level the overall energy balance 

is correct. The system 1s un~1tisfactory (as at BSP as well) and 

should be changed. 

The proportion of oil used has declined a little at PPl from 15 to 

14~. At PP2 it has fallen from 10 to 5~. 

Total steam generation per ton of c1ude steel has increased from 

3.26 to 5.12 tons/TCS (57~) but the amount of power generated has 

increased as well. 

Subtracting the ster.m used for power production and turbo blowers 

gives a measure of the proc~ss steam used and tnis has declined by 

21%. Expressed Gn a crude 3teel basis there has been ln 

improvement cf 2.1:-0 from a 1eve1 or 1 .i2 to 0.86 tons/TCS which 

reflects the r"eal economies which have been achieved in this area. 

3.14 p9wer Generation 

The electrical output from PP! has declined by 19% as PP2 has 

increased so that overall the electricity generated has gone up by 

248%. At PP! the 1 • ..:t enerqy consumed has decre.:i:::.ed by 31% due to 

lower steam usage. At PP2 the energy usage is negative, because 

the energy in steam i~ understated. It is however possible for 

980.PH/SB (;8 
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this factor to be negative as 

which represents the level 

public utility. An efficient 

electricity is valued at 3 Gcal/Gwh 

achieved by a moderately 

power plant could well 

energy usage. But it 

heat;ton steam so that 

figure and record a negative 

preferable to use the actual 

comparison can be m~de. 

efficient 

beat this 

would be 

a 

The power generated has increased frcm 270 to 917 kWh/TCS (237~) 

and more is now generated than is used by the steel plant. It is 

disappointing that the specific electricity used has increased from 

680 to 826 kWh/TCS - or nearly 22% higher. Some of this will be 

due to the working up of the CRGO i:i l.~nt which has a high power 

usage. Al thougt1 no deta i led analysis has been made it is suggested 

that RSP should investigate the reasons for this adverse trend. 

Although RSP has the lowest consumption in this category of all 

three works, it is disappointing to see that the overall losses 

have increased by 22%. Given that RSP has set up a regular 

monitoring team for identifying and rectifying the leakage in both 

steam and arising fuels it is difficult to understand that 

steam and fuel losses have increased by 104 and 263:. These 

need to be further investigated. 

One reason for increased steam losses could be poor quality of 

pressure steam and the loss of condensate. Partly this could 

both 

areas 

low 

also 

mean that steam allocation to the process areas may not be true. 

Improvement in power losses of 51~ have been achieved through 

housekeeping in this area. 

Improvement in oxygen usage 1s more a matter of allocation. 

good 

I 
I 
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The overall improvement was 6.5~. but on a balanced ~asis the 

energy reduction was 11.3~. Whiist the other two works achieved 

greater savings, they were aiso able to show greater rises in 

production - particularly at BSP where significant plant additions 

had been made. At RSP output was only 3: higher than three years 

ago. 

In Table 3.17 the contribution of the various departments is 

itemised and the effects of changes in production ratio are 

separated from the changes due to departmental efficiency. The 

totals already quoted on the main table are taken from the records 

as were the departmental dat3. However when adding all the 

departments to construct Table 3.1? discrepancies were revealed in 

that the total (actual) for 1ga6/87 was 12.354 Gcal/TCS and for 

89/90 11.340. These are significantly di~ferent from the works 

totals and although checked as far as possible an explanation was 

not discovered. It is perhaps most likely to be due to some error 

made earlier, but it does indicate greater savings (8.2%) on the 

actual consumption than the works data. It is suggested that 

perhaps RSP might check their data. 

Whichever is true Table 3.17 is based on the BSC derived figures. 

It will be observed that 3avings due to departmentai c:ficiency 3re 

2.38 Gcal/TCS. Power production, boilP.rs, coke, sinter and iron 

accounting for all the savings. It ls disappointing that so many 

of the mills have deteriorated, and M~3cellaneous and Losses has 

increased substantially. 

Production ratio changes have given an adverse effect of 1.37 

Gcal/TCS. A higher PR than 86/87 will give an adverse variance as 

with Power, Steam, Sinter, and Coke. If the ratio is 1ower a gain 

is produced as for blast furnaces and Plate mill. 
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Some of these ratios can be infl,.~,ced by management, such as coke 

(ccke rate and screening), sinter (cho1ce of bur1en of BF) and iron 

(higher scrap usage). Others, such as the mills are controlled by 

product demand. It is unfortunate that ~ highly desirable 

lmprovement ln m1ll yield wi11 show an adverse variance due to the 

ratio beiny ~ased on cr·ude steel. 

980.PH/SB '/ 1 
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ROURKELA STEEL PLANT 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE3.1 Apr89 Difference 
COKE OVENS Feb90 86187 & 89/90 _j ------ --------·-

86/87 87/88 88/89 (89/90) Gcal/T % 

Output kT/a(Gross Coke) 1205 1311 1320 1203 
(1312) +8.9 

'Heat Input 
Coal Gcal/TP 9_159 8.822 8.966 8.913 -0.246 -2.7 
Under firing Gcal/TP 0.855 0.794 0.792 0.794 -0.061 -7.1 
Power Gcal/TP 0.141 0.116 0.113 0.122 -0.019 -13.5 
Steam Gcal/TP 0.19 0.144 0.144 0.157 -0.033 -17.4 

I Total Input Gcal/TP 10.345 9.878 10.107 9.986 -0.359 -3.5 
Heat Output i Coke Gcal/TP 6.08 6.131 6.17 6.166 -t0.086 +1.4 

Gas Gcal/TP 1.417 1.447 1.538 1.562 +0.145 +10.2 I 
By-Products Gcal/TP 0.361 0.344 0.364 0.386 +0.025 +6.9 

Total Output Gcal/T? 7.857 7.921 8.072 8.144 +0.287 +3.65 
Net Usage Gcal/TP 2.488 1.957 1.945 1.875 -0.613 -24.6 
Energy Yield Loss Gcal/TP 1.301 0.901 0.894 0.769 -0.532 -40.9 I Energy Yield Loss o/o coal input 14.2 10.2 9.97 8.6 
Energy net of yield loss 1.187 1.056 1.051 1.106 -0.081 -6.8 
Production Ratio 1.095 1.176 1.109 1.155 +5.5 
Gcal/TCS 2.724 2.301 2.156 2.166 -0.558 -20.5 
Yield- G.Coke/Coal 0.734 0.766 0.757 0.759 
Yield BF Coke/Gross Coke 0.837 0.827 0.833 0.832 
B.F Screenings o/o B.6 7.5 7.3 6.3 
Nut Coke used in B.F % 3.1 1.4 0.6 (neg) 
Total Screen loss (excl. nuts)% 25.9 24.5 23.2 22.1 
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lTABLE 3.2 

!SINTER PLANT 
I 
I 

86/87 
joutput kT/a ----------i-----I I 

I 897.7 1-
I 

1 

l
'Coke Breeze Gcal/TP 
Ignition Gas Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
iTotal Gcal/TP 
I Production Ratio 
1 Energy/T Crude Steel Gcal 
Coke Braeze kg/t 
Return Sinter,% Raw Mix 

TABLE 3.3 
BLAST FURNACES 
Output kT/a 

Coke Gcal/TP 
Stoves Gcal/TP 
Blast Steam Gcal/TP 
Process Steam Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Total Input Gcal/TP 
B.F Gas Recovery Gcal/TP 
Net Energy Usage Gcal/TP 
Coke - Gas Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Energy/TCS. Gcal 
Coke Rate, kg/t 
Raw Flux k'.)/t 
Metal Si% 
Blast Temperature Deg.C __ 

980.PH/SB 
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~ 
--------

0.683 

0.11 I 0. ·~5 

0.929 

0.816 l 
0.757 

95.2 I 
39.al_ 

1223 

4.814 
0.603 
0.519 
0.136 
0.083 
6.155 
1.748 
4.407 
3.066 
1.112 
4.901 

792 
125 

1.58 
730 

87/88 I 88/89 

961.51 1055 

0.567 I 0.487 

0.081 1 0.081 

0.141 0.126 
0.694 I 0.788 ' 

0.863 ,--0.886 i 
0.68 0.615 ' 

93 ! 79 
I 

42.71 41.3 l 

1212 1252 

4.682 4.541 
0.637 0.623 
0.536 0.496 
0.125 0.119 
0.071 0.09 
6.051 5.869 
1.623 1.589 
4.428 4.28 
3.059 2.952 
1.087 I 1.052 
4.813 4.503 

764 736 
121 113 
1.6 1.6 

737 717 

L__'-=------~---

Apr89 f Difference -----1 
Feb90 86/87 & 89/90 
(89/90) Gcalff % 

1018.7 I (1111.3) +23.8 
0.386 -0.297 -43.5 

I 0.084 -0.026 -23.6 
0.116 -0.019 -14.1 I 

I 

I -0.342 -36.9 i 0.586 ! 

0.979 I 0.574 -0.183 -24.2 

63.91 
36.5 

1124.9 
(1227.2) +0.3 

4.495 -0.319 -6.6 
0.625 +0.022 +3.6 

0.5 -0.019 -3.7 
0.101 -0.035 -25.7 
0.084 +0.001 +1.2 
5.805 -0.350 -5.7 

1.51 -0.238 -13.6 
4.295 -0.112 -2.5 
2.985 -0.081 -2.6 
1.081 
4.643 -0.258 -5.3 

-
729 

(1.60) L 
699 J 
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ROURKELA STEEL PLANT 

I ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 
I 

TABLE3.4 
STEELMAKING - OH 

Output kT/a 

Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power GcaVTP 
Steam GcaUTP 

Total GcaVT? 
Production Ratio 
Energy/ton Crude Steel Gcal 
Iron Charge kg/t 
Scrap kg/t 

TABLE 3.5 
STEELMAKING - LO 
Output kT/a 

Fuels GcalfTP 
Power Gcc-.1/ IP 
Steam GcalfTP 
Oxygen (+N2) Gcal/TP 
Total GcalfTP 
Production Ratio 
Energy/ton Crude Steel Gcal 
Scrap kg/t 
Hot Metal kg/t 
Steel Melting Overall 
Output kT/a 
GcalfTCS 

980.PH/38 

- --------______ f 86187 -- -- 87188 -
198.2 201.1 

1.583 1.317 
0.103 0.071 
0.221 0.237 

2222 0.105 0.086 
2.012 1.71 

0.18 0.18 
0.362 0.308 

572 556 
533 530 

·- ------· 
901.8 913.4 

0.26 0.286 
0.124 0.123 
0.003 0.003 
0.158 0.13 

-~· 

0.545 0.541 
0.820 0.820 

0.447 0.444 
151 159 

1051 1019 ------

1100 1114.5 
0.809 0.752 

74 

Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86/87 & 89/90 

88/89 (89/90) GcaVT % ~ 219.1 2161 
(235.6) +18.8 

I I 
1.24 1.166 . -0.417 -26.3 
0.11 0.135 +0.032 +31.1 I 

0.218 0.191 -0.030 -13.6 
0.071 0.095 -0.010 -9.5 
1.639 1.587 -0.425 -21.1 
0.184 0.207 
0.302 0.329 -0.033 -9.1 

549 552 
536 562 

971.1 I 825.6 
(900.6) -0.1 

0.284 0.296 +0.036 +13.8 
0.127 G.157 +0.033 +26.€ 
0.003 0.007 +0.004 +133.3 
0.124 0.13 -0.028 -17.7 
0.538 0.590 +0.045 +8.3 
0.816 0.793 
0.439 0.468 +0.021 +4.7 

163 164 
1011 1030 

-'--

1190.2 (1135.7) +3.2 
0.741 0.797 -0.012 -1.5 

I 
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I ,~------------------R-O_U_R-KELA-STEELPLA ____ N_T--------------~, 

I ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) i 
~----..--! -----.-----..-----1 TABLE 3.6 Apr 89 Difference 
PRIMARY MILL Feb 90 86/87 & 89/90 

'---------~---f-----+----~--~--

86/87 I 87/88 88/89 (89/90) 
jOutpu-t-kT_/_a---------------+-~9~3-8-.6-+---9-7-2.-3-t--10-3--3-.6-+(-1~01-8-.6-)-'-!-----+--+8-.5-

Fuel Gcal/TP 0.318 0.327 0.302 0.29 -0.028 -8.3 
Power Gcal/TP 0.106 0.105 0.104 0.102 -0.004 -3.8 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 0.014 0.012 0.012 (0.012) -0.002 -14.3 
Total Gcal/TP 0.438 0.444 0.418 0.404 -0.034 -7.8 ,__ _______________ ,_ ----+-----+----~---4---~ 

Production Ratio 0.853 0.872 0.868 0.897 
Energy/ton Crude Steel Gcal 0.374 0.387 0.363 0.362 1----==-------------+---
C o Id Charge% 19.9 22.7 19 
Track times< 3.5 hr % 48.9 57 66.6 
Heating time hr-min , 11-01 I 10-17 8-56 

TABLE3.7 
PLATE MILL 
Production kT/a 262.1 
Fuel Gcal/TP 0. 704 
Power Gcal/TP 0.361 
Total Gcal/TP 1.065 

254.2 (245.9) 
0.863 0.928 
0.379 0.374 
1.242 1.302 

I 

-0.01~ -3.2 

+0.224 
+0.013 
+0.237 

-6.2 
+31.8 
+3.6 

+22.3 

239.1 
0.856 
0.397 
1.253 
0.215 
0.269 

_ __,1-----+------1 
Production Ratio 0.238 0.214 0.2165 

0.266 0.282 +0.029 +11.5 Energy/ton Crude S1cel Gcal 0.253 
~--'~-----------~----~--~·----'-----'----~----' 

TABLE 3.8 
HOT STRIP MILL .-------------------- -+--------+----------------~---
Production kT/a 642.5 704 804.8 (776.7) +20.9 l 
Fuel Gcal/TP 0.574 0.572 0.52 0.552 -0.022 -3.8 
Power Gcal/TP 0.41 0.411 0.405 0.42 +0.01 O +2.4 
TotalGcal/TP 0.984 0.983 0.925 0.972 -0.012 -1.2 
Production Ratio 0.584 0.632 0.676 0.684 
Energy/TCS Gcal 0.575 0.621 0.625 0.665 +0.090 

TABLE 3.9 
PIPE PLANT (SPIRAL) 

(78.8) 
0.474 +0.169 

+15.7 

+26 1 
+55.4 J~~=~~~=~atio ----- --=i-- ~6~f j- - ~7;ff1--~Bi~~ --4-----j 

0.069 
Energy/TCS Gcal 0.017 0.022 0.029 
~---'""----------------·------ ----- --- ----. - 0.033 +0.016 +94.1 
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ROURKELA STEEL PLANT 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE 3.10 
ELECTRIC SHEET MILL 

Output :ff/a 
Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Oxygen/N2/S.G, Gcal/TP 
Total 
Production Ratio 
EnP.rgy/Ton Crude Steel Gcal 

TABLE 3.11 
COLD ROLLING MILL 
Output kT/a 
Fuel (COG) Gcal/TP 
Boiler Oil Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal!T.P 
N2/S.G, Gcal/TP• 
Total 
Production Ratio 
Energy/Ton Crude Steel Gcal 

TABLE 3.12 
CRGO(&NGO) 
Production kT/a 
Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Syn. Gas Gcal/TP 
Total 
Production Ratio 
Energy/Ton Crude Steel Gear 

• S.G. = Synthesis Gas 

980.PH/SB 

·-

86187 87/88 
16 18.15 

2.755 2.602 
0.92 1.11 

0.811 0.747 
0.081 0.154 
4.567 4.613 

0.0145 0.0163 
0.066 0.075 

342.5 411.6 
0.769 0.693 
0.053 0.061 
0.736 0.826 
0.131 0.191 
1.689 1.772 
0.311 0.369 
0.525 0.654 

7.35 18.01 
0.833 0.975 
6.014 3.777 
0.611 0.376 

(0.132) 0.128 
7.590 5.255 
0.0067 0.0162 

0.051 0.085 

76 

Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86/87 & 89/90 

88/89 (89/90) Gcal/T o/o 
19.66 (15.54) -2.9 
2.489 3.379 +0.624 +22.6 
1.101 1.07 +0.15 +16.3 
0.643 0.887 +0.07E +9.5 
0.103 0.074 -0.007 -8.6 
4.337 5.41 +0.8~3 +18.5 

0.0165 0.0137 
0.072 0.074 +0.008 +12.1 

437.4 (394.9) +15.3 
0.651 0.717 -0.052 -6.8 
0.026 0.056 +0.003 +5.7 
0.809 0.723 -0.013 -1.8 
0.248 0.289 .. 0.158 +120.6 
1.736 1.788 +~.099 +5.9 
0.368 0.348 
0.639 0.622 +0.097 +18.5 

i4.2 (21.3) +189.8 
0.763 1.473 +0.640 +76.8 
4.603 5.472 -0.542 -9.0 
0.279 0.402 -0.209 -34.2 
0.132 0.137 (+0.005) (+3.8) 
5.777 7.484 -0.106 -1.4 

0 0203 0.0188 
0.117 0.141 +0.090 +175.9 

I 
I 

I 
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ROURKELA STEEL PLANT I 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE 3.1 l I Apr89 Difference 

STEAM GJ:NERATION Feb90 86/87 & 89/90 
86/87 I 87/88 88/89 (89/90) GcaVT % 

M.P. BOILERS 
Output kT/a 747 617 600 (536) -28.2 

Fuel Gcal/TP NA 0.802 0.900 0.810 (+0.008) (+1.0) 
Steam input Gcal/TP NR 0.142 0.149 0.160 (+0.018) (+12.7) 

Steam output GcallTP NA 0.770 0.770 0.770 
Net Energy Gcal/TP NA 0.175 0.279 0.196 +0.021 +12.0 
Production Ratio 0.554 0.504 0.472 I 

Energy/TCS Gcal 0.097 0.141 0.093 -0.004 -4.1 
Notional Efficiency 81.5 73.4 79.7 
POWER PL.hNT 1 - BOILERS 
Output kT/a 2835 2455 2659 (2412) - -14.9 
Fuel Gcal/TP 0.763 0.765 0.794 0.782 +0.019 +2.5 
Power Gcal/TP 0.094 0.097 0.092 0.092 -0.002 -2.1 
Steam input Gcal/TP 0.093 0.092 0.101 0.099 +0.006 +6.!; 
Steam output Gcal/TP 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 - -
Net Energy 0.18 0.1 f:4 0.217 0.203 +0.023 +12.8 
~ 

Production Ratio 2.577 2.203 2.234 2.124 - -
Gcal/TCS 0.464 0.405 0.485 0.431 -0.032 -7.1 
Proportion of oil used % 4.9 14.2 12.9 13.9 
Notional Efficiency % 81.1 80.1 77.9 79.1 ·-
POWER PLANT 2 - BOILERS 
OL.tput kT/a 0 1276 2502 (2865) - -
Fuel Gcal/TP 0.61 0.68 0.6141 -0.196 -24.2 
Electricity Gcal/TP 0.132 0.122 0.103 -0.029 -22.0 
Steam Input Gcal/TP NR 0.018 0.046 +0.046 
Steam Output Gcal/TP 0.77 O.T' 0.77 
Net Energy Gcal/TP 0.172 O.CIS -0.007 -0.179 -104 

--· ~-

Production Ratio 0 1.145 2.102 2.522 
Energy/ton crude steel,Gcal 0 0.197 0.105 -0.018 -0.215 -109 
Proportion of oil used % 0 I 10.1 5.4 5.4 
Notional Efficiency O/o 81.7 93.9 100.9 
STEAM USAGE 

I Total Steam kT/a 3.582 1.348 5.761 (5.813) +62.3 
Sieam/Ton Crude steel 3.256 3.901 4.84 5.118 +57.2 
Steam tor Power and TB's T/a I 2349 3271 4588 (4841) 
Process Steam & Losses by 
difference (ex CAM) Tia 1233 1077 1173 (972) -21.2 
Process 8team/T Crude Steel, T 1.121 0.966 0.986 0.858 -23.7 -
TOTAL ENERGY FOR BOILERS 
Per ton Crude Sti.:.el, Gcal 0.6 0.699 0.731 LI c. -15.7 

------ ·------ -------- ----- ------- ... ···--· - ··--- - --- -'----·-
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--- ·------ ------------ --- ----
ROURKELA STEEL PLANT 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE 3.14 
POWER GENERATION 

POWER PLANT N0.1 
Output Gwh/a 
Steam input Gcal/Gwh 
Power Output Gcal/Gwh 
Net usage GcaUGwh 
Prod. Ratio Gwh/TCS 
Energy/ton Crude Steel Gcal 
Notional Efficiency % 

POWER PLANT N0.2 
Output GwH/a 
Steam Input Gcal/Gwh 
Power Output Gcal/Gwh 
Net Usage Gcal/Gwh 
Production Ratio Gwh/TCS 
Energy/Ton crude Steel 
Notional Efficiency % 

TOTAL POWER 
Production Gwh/a 
Energy/TCS 
Power Gennrated/TCS,Kwh 
Power Consumed/TCS,Kwh 

TABLE3.15 
AUXILLIARIES AND LOSSES 
Fuel Gcal/TCS 
Power Gcal/TCS 
Steam Gcal/TCS 
02 and N2, Gcal/TCS 
T otalGcal/TCS 

TABLE 3.16 
WORKS TOTAL 
Crude Steel Output 
Gcal/TCS actual 

Gcal/TCS Balanced 

86/87 87/88 88/89 

299.5 270.'1 ')7C C _ . .., . .., 
3.9~9 4.027 3.735 

3 3 3 
0.919 1.027 0.735 
0.272. 0.198 0.231 

0.251 0.203 0.17 

21.~----- 21.4 23 

341.3 684.4 
2.879 2.751 

3 3 
-0.121 -0.249 

0.306 0.575 
-0.037 -0.143 

29.9 31.3 

299.5 561.7 959.9 
0.25 0.082 0.027 
272 504 807 
680 753 793 

0.183 0.116 0.175 
0.164 0.169 0.267 
0.008 0.046 0.043 
0.098 0.085 0.087 
0.453 0.416 0.572 

1100 1114.5 1190.2 
12.19 12.037 11.493 

11.6511 11 10.632 

--··----·-·------ -------- ------·--
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Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86/87 & 89/90 
(89/90) GcaVT % 

(242.9) -18.9 
3.634 -0.285 -7.3 

3 
0.634 -0.285 -31.0 
0.214 
0.136 -0.114 -45.6 

23.7 

(798) 
2.698 -0.181 -6.3 

3 
-0.302 -0.181 

0.703 +130 
-0.212 -0.175 

31.9 

(1040.9) +248 
-0.076 -0.326 

917 +237 
826 +21.5 

0.373 +0.190 +104 
0.08 -0.084 -51.2 

0.029 +0.021 +263 
0.069 -0.029 -29.6 
0.551 +0.098 +21.6 

(1135.7) +3.2 
11.397 -0.793 -6.5 

10.33 -1.321 -11.3 
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TABLE3.17 

ROuRKELA STEEL PLANT 
ANALYSIS OF DEPARTMENTAL CHANGES 

COMPARISON OF 86/87 AND 89/90 CHANGES/TON CRUDE STEEL 

DUE TO DUE TO 
DEPARTMENT EFFICIENCY PROD.RATIO 

GcaVTCS GcaVTCS 
Coke Ovens 0.708 (0.150) 
Sinter Plant 0.335 (0.152; 
Blast Furnaces 0.121 0.137 
OH Furnaces 0.087 (0.054) 
LD Furnaces (0.036)* 0.015 
Slab Mill 0.031 (0.019) 
Plate Mill (0.051) 0.022 
Hot Strip Mill 0.008 (0.098) 
Pipe Mill (0.012) (0.004) 
Electric Steel Mill (0.011) 0.003 
Cold Rolling Mill (0.034) (0.063) 
CRGO Mill 0.002 (0.092) 
Boilers 0.415 (0.321) 
Power Production 0.919 (0.593) 
Miscellaneous and Losses (0.098) -

TOTAL 2.384 (1.369) 

• FIGS. IN BRACKETS ARE ADVERSE CHANGES 

980.PH/SB 7 ') 

TOTAL 
GcaVTCS 

0.558 
0.183 
0.258 
0.033 

(0.021) 
0.012 

(0.029) 
(0.090) 
(0.016) 
(0.008) 
(0.097) 
(0.090) 
0.094 
0.326 

(0.098) 

1.015 
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PART4 

ENERGY MONITORING STUDY 

BOKARO STEELWORKS (BSL) 
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ENERGY MONITORING - BSL 

4.0 ASSESSMENT REPORT ON BOKARO STEELWORKS 

4.1 ·~oke Ovens 

4.2 Sinter Plant 

4.3 B 1 ast Furnaces 

4.4 LO Steelplant 

4.5 Primary Rolling 

4.6 Hot Strip Mi 11 

4.7 Cold Rolling Mill 

4.8 Steam Generation and Usage 

4.9 Power Ge'1eration 

4. 10 Miscellaneous and Losses 

4. 11 Works Total 

TABLES 

4.1 Energy Consumption by Process: Coke Ovens 
4.2 Energy Consumption by Process: Sinter Plant 
4.3 Energy Consurrption by Process: Blast Fur 
4.4 Energy Consumption by Process: Steelma~ LO 

4.5 Energy Consumption by Proces::;: Primary f; . 1ng 
4.6 Energy Consumption by Process: Hot Strip Mi 11 

4.7 Energy Consumption by Proces::.: Cold Rolling Mi 11:: 

4.8 Energy Consumption by Process: Steam Generation 
4.') Energy Consumption by Process: Power Generation 
4. 10 Energy Consumption by Process: Aux 111 a ri es and Losses 
4. 11 Energy Consumption by Proces:.: Works Tota1 
4.12 Analysis of Departmental Change:; 
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4.0 AS_5_ESSMENT REPORT ON BOKARO STEEL WORICS (BSL) 

4. 1 CQ!<~_VY!?l}S 

Although output increased up to 88/89 by some 7:, there had been 

operating problems in the current year so that output rate was only 

1% more than in the base year. The problems were due to high 

labour turnover together with a recruitment ban. Consequently 
machine maintenance had suffered and at times agreed shift manning 

could not be achieved so that the requisite number of pushes were 

not being obtained. 

Nevertheless the net energy usage had continued to de~line, and in 

the current year was almost 30~ lower than in 1986/87. Of the 

overall saving of 0.512 Gcal/t gross coke no less than 0.479 (94%) 

was due to a large improvement in the 'energy yield loss' which is 

the heat in the coal charged less the heat in the coke, gas and 

by-products produced. As the gas and by-product yield on a heat 

basis ~~s down by only 0.067 Gcal/TP the effect is clearly related 

to improved yield of coke from coal. This is demonstrated by the 

normally reported yield increasing from 0.77 (which used to be a 

fixed assumption) up to 0.806. This will account for most of the 

improvement, although favourable calorific value changes of coal 

and coke must also have contributed. 

The 'enE.:rgy yield loss' has decreased from 0.778 to 0.299 Gcal,'TP 
and from 8.9% to 3. 6'; of the heat in coal charged, most of the 
improvement bein3 within the current year. Indeed in th€ single 
month of February the loss was down to less than 2%, and is now 
approaching World standards. 

A good deal of effort was devoted to finding the reasons for this 

improvement with only limited success. The main reason was said to 

be due to better accounting for charged coal, and indeed this is 

supported by the data. The improvement in the heat in coke must be 

because of higher calorific value due to increasing proportion of 

imported coal, as there had been no change in the method of coke 

980.PH/SB 
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accounting which still relied on blast furnace weights and sampled 

breeze weights. 

A policy had been adopted of fteighing all coal wagons and there was 

new good agreement between these weights, on which payments were 

made, and the weights of coal charged. Accounting assumptions of 

tons/oven had been changed on the basis of coke stock reappraisals 

made when coke stocks had been depleted (i.e. coke stocks were 

higher than had been assumed). 

The suggestion that a special exercise should be mounted to reveal 

the truth of the situation had not been carried out. Whilst it is 

not an easy exercise, it could be revealing. Perhaps R&D should 

tackle this for all SAIL plants. 

It is rlanned to install weighers on the coke conveyors and the 

breeze conveyors from the blast furnaces. There was no mention of 

making better use of the charg~ car weighers under the coal towers 

and these should be used and recalibrated and changed to load cells 

if this is nece~sary. 

There was also a useful improvement of 4% in under firing gas for 

which there was no specific explanation except better attention to 
deta i 1. 

Power consumption although 10% higher had 

overall energy and was perhaps due to the 

extraction plant has been added since '87. 

little influence on 

fact that a benzole 

Process steam was down by 10% despite benzole extraction requiring 
more steam. 

Gas yield was down by 4.5% presumably due to changes in the coal 

volatile matter - but this should be checked to make sure that it 

is not an indicator of oven deterioration. Hydrojet cleaning had 

been introduced for oven doors which would offer reduced losses 
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By-product y1eld was slightly nigher than in 86/87, perhaps due 

benzole now being extracted and recorded. 
to 

Leaving the 'yield loss' improvement on one side there was still a 

3% improvement mainly due to the under· fir"ing economies. 

Pushing was irregular during the last visit and although no 

quantified indices were presented the impression was gained that it 

is still poor particularly under the CJrrent labour shortage 

situation. 

The most worrying feature was that the screenings (-25nvn at the 

coke ovens) had deteriorated significantly from 12.8% in 86/87 to 

16.5% in 89/90. It must be emp~asised that these comparisons are 

unreliable due to the many assumptions and estimates made in the 

accountin~ procedures. Indeed it is possible to visualise such 

changes having an influence on the lmproved coal to gross coke 

yield. If the main pivot of the coke estimate is skip weight and 

the estimates (real or imaginary) show an increase of screenings, 

the gross coke yield will apparently increase. The only 

explanation from the plant was that the coke crushing plant had 

been tightened up to reduce the +80mm in the BF coke and ~ad 

therefore generated more fines. 

As well as this th& screenings at the blast furnac~s had also 

increased frnr.i i. 7% to 9.6~ at least partly due to tre fittirtg of 

i~proved coke screens. Th~ overall effect of all this is to reduce 

the yield of skip coke from gross coke from 80.5% to 5.5% which is 

the worst of the three plants studied (eg Bhilai - 0~%). 

It is clearly necessary to check the weighin~ and accounting 

procedures and compare notes with Bhilai where the coke s0rting 

plant is very similar, except that~ screen apertur~ of 20mm has 

beEn adopted there. Perhaps such a change could be made at Bokaro 

now the furnaces have better screens and this should be considered, 

as well as the possib1l1ty of relaxing the top size specification. 
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The point of this argument is that a large screen loss will affect 

the production ratio (coke oven output/crude steel) and increase 

overall energy usage. In the e\ent the production ratio has moved 

favourably due to les5 export and coke stocking so that the coke 

energy is 45% less per ton of crude steel than 3 years ago, but the 

result would have been better with lower screenings. 

Overall this represents very satisfactory progress to levels 

approaching good world practice except for the very high screening 

loss whe;-e action should be taken as above and outlined in the 

first report. 

The output is about 11% higher than in 36/87 but has been fairly 

static for the last 3 years. 

E~ergy consumption is lower by nearly 13% largely due to a 15% 

saving in breeze consumption. The explanation of the latter was 

that maintenance of the coke crushing equipment was improved so 

that the +3mm was now down to 15%, which is still rather on the 

high side. It is planned to install a double deck 25 and 3mm 

screen ahead of the crushers in order to reject the over siz9 and 

by-pas3 the crusher with the under size. It was pointed out that 

blinding problems would be experienced on the 3mm screen unless 

special me~sures were applied; such as heated or flexible screen 
mats. 

Also the sinter bed heights had been increased from 350mm to 380mm, 

with the No.? strand, recently refurbished, operating at 400mm. 

This would also rbduce the breeze r~te. Bed heights had been 

increased by improving suction to 'J00/950mm wg as a result of more 

attention to reducing leaks i11 the pallets and the suction system, 

ard by fitting spring leaded bars in the wind boxes. 

Three yea·s ago 1t was sugge3ted 

( 1.50mm) shuu 1 d tie thinned and ; t 

')80.PH/SB 
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done. On the 380mm beds, the coke r· i ch part was 140mm and on the 

400mm bed it was 160mm. This change is only marginal b1.1t should 

help a little. The original proposal envisaged a more drastic 

change to say tOOmm or 1ess and this should still be considered and 

trials carried out to determine the optimum top layer thickr;o:ss and 

differential coke content. 

Ignition gas has been reduced by 13% which would be accounted for 

by the deeper beds and higher output. However it appears that 

little has been gained on combustion control. The windlegs under 

the hood have been throttled and the number of burners in operation 

in the second zone have been reduced. The hood height has also 

been reduced by 4001M1. Despite these changes the gas consumption 

is still high by international standards and the highest of the 

three SAIL plants under examination. There should be scope for 

more savings by better control and it is suggested that the second 

zone should be unfired or better still removed altogether. 

Power was down by 8.0%, partly due to better out~ut and partly due 

to a policy of progressively closing the main d~mpers during 

stoppages and switchir.g off for long stops. 

Return sinter 

reflection of 

levels have been reduced from 40 to 

the deeper beds and better operation as 

changing the screening philosophy. 

32% as 

well 

a 

as 

The hot screens have been plated over and this has been successful 

except for dust arising from the up draught sinter ccolers, so that 

it is intended to replace the blanks with Smm mats in one strand in 

the near future. It was suggested that they might consider the 

feasibility of extending the dust extraction hoods over the 
coolers. 

too 

deck 

Screening is still not proper·ly rationalised as apertures are 

large on the cold screens (8mm and 12mm). This is a single 

screen with 2 collecting hoppers for -8mm (returns) and 8-12mm 

(hearth layer) wiU, the nominally +12mm going forward to the blast 

980.PH/SB 
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furnaces. As the hear·th layer· is not in use the 8-12mm fraction 

also joins the return f in~s. This should be changed by sendin~ 

this fraction forward to the furnaces. Better still install a full 

5 or 6mm screen unt i1 the hearth layer is required again and so 

only return -5/6mm to the plant. It is disappointing that this 

proposal ha~ not been initiated before now. 

Sinter screens at the furnaces have not been substantially changed 

but the electro magnetic drives have been changed for more 

efficient mechanical vibrators and punched mats are also on trial. 

The amount of sinter extracted is not known and is assumed to be a 

constant 10%. There is a plan to install a belt weigher wi1ich will 

at least give the overall level of sinter return from the blast 

furnaces. 

Three years ago there was a serious problem in crushing enough 

limestone and in crushing quality. This has been eased by 

obtaining a source of softer, lower silica lime stone and the +3nvn 

is now around 15%. The sinter/THM is in fact a little lower but 

the raw flux has been reduced as the sinter basicity has been 

increased. Most of the time only 2 strands have been operated as 

specific output has increased but blast furnace demand has been 
fairly static. 

The sinter surge bunker and the improvements in automating water 

additions and co~:e proportioning have still net ::ieen installed. 

Higher chrome grate bars were unsucccssfull1 tried as they tended 

to brea~. Trials are now in hand with 25 carbon forged steel bars. 

As bars are still a problem it is surprising that the hearth layer 

is not in use. It was claimed that mechanical modification is 

needed before this can be done. 

An interesting development concerns the strand cooling system. 

There are 3 windboxes ser·ved by a separate fan for on-strand 

cooling. On one strand the ductwork has been modified so that 

these are now connected to the main fan. This gives a larger 
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sintering area and potentiJlly higher output. Strand suction will 

be decreased somewhat but there should be an overall advantage as 

long as the main sinter coolers can cope particular·ly with the 

hot screens plated over. It is expected that this will be 

carefully assessed with a view to extension to the other 2 strands. 

In summar·y a great deal has been done (with some omissions) and 

although useful savings have been made, pei"haps more could have 

been expected. Further progress on the lines already established 

should give even better results 1n future. 

Output has increased by 14:, although levels in the current year 

are a little lower than in the two previous years. 

Net energy consumption is lower by s:. Although this may seem 

modest the total energy consumed on blast furnaces is so high that 

a relatively small percentage saving ~s lmportant and r~presents in 

this case a very useful 0.2 Gcal/T product. Energy was even lower 

in 88/89. 

The coke saving of 2.5% (again 

accounts for about half the 

worse than the previous two years) 

overall reduction although the 

decreased gas make offsets 85% of this saving. 

The coke rate reductions have been achieved despite a reduction of 

blast temperature of about so·c. It would be explainable if the 

blast humidity had been r~duced but tt.e statistics indicated a 50% 

increase between '87 and '89. This does not tally wi~h the 

reducti~n in process steam usage which was reported, and as there 

have been changes in allocation it is dirricult to be certain what 

has really happened; but steam injection has probably been reduced. 

Other important factors are that silicon in hot metal is down by 

around 0.5% and that raw fluxes fell from 43kg/THM in 86/87 to 

25kg/THM i• ;/89. 
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Stove g~s fell by 11:. The majority of this can be explained by 

lower c0~e rate (and hence blast/THM) and the lower blast 

temperaturn. The cold blast mair.s have r1ow ail been insulated. 

These three factors will roughly explain the savings made 

indicating that there has been little or no improvement in stove 

operation or hot blast leakage. Except on the recently 

refurbished No.4 furnace, the other3 are operated manually as 3 

years ago. Comparisons should be made between No.~ furnace with 

new auto controls and the older· ones. Many suggestio:1s were made 

three years ago on how stove operation could be improved. Only one 

had been adopted, and unenriched BF gas is now used. This will 

release coke oven gas for other parts of the works and could have 

some control advantages as dome temperatures can be regulated with 

less excess air. A major proposal in the original report was to 

operate only 3 of the 4 stoves on each furnace. This is done when 

a stove is off for maintenance with no adverse affects on blast 

temperature. Although no argument was advanced against the 

proposal it has not been adopted. 

The inference from the data is that hot blast leakage has not 

improved significantly. Bellows type tuyure stock have been fitted 

on one furnace only. However the operators are not happy as blast 

leaks are still apparent. A change in design or application of the 

tuyure stock may be the answer as this type of system gives good 

results elsewhere. Despite these criticisms and the clear 

indication that consumption is still excessive this is the only one 

of the three plants that has recorded savings in this area. 

Blowing steam has been reduced by 14.5%. This is attributed to the 

fact that the variable speed controls in the blower house are now 

used in normal operation. When walking past the line of furnaces 

on one occasion, the snort valves were open on at least 3 of the 5 

furnaces. One problem is that the blowers are optimistically sized 

giving poor 'turn down'. It was suggested that the turbo blower 

manufacturers should be consulted to see whether the machines could 

be modified to a lower capacity perhaps by the removal of a stage. 
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Process steam 1s down by 36~. perhaps due to refining the 

allocation procedures. This certainly contradicts the evidence of 

t~e statistics book and supports the view that steam ~njection has 

been reduced. The proposal to use nitrogen 7or sealing and purging 

has not mat~rialised. Capital costs were higher than initially 

expected but it was not clear whether- the scheme was uneconomic or 
simply not of high priority. 

The savings in 

process steam) 

Gcal/THM. 

these three peripheral areas (stoves, blowing 

account f~r the total economies made of 
and 

0.2 

Power usage was the only category where an increase was registered 

mostl}' in the current yea:-. No e;·.planation was offered for the 25: 

increase that offsets the saving in 'coke minus gas". 

No.4 furnace has been rebuilt with a bell-less top and a modern new 

contra l room. It was stated that output ft'as 10~ better and co~:e 

rate 50 kg/t lower but others were sceptica~ of these estimates. 

It is also proposed to add a recuperator to preheat the stove 

combustion air and it is claimed that a 4 year pay back will be 
obtained. 

A good dea1 of money has been spent on ~ophisticated technology 

when the first call on capital should be the improvement of the 

quality and consistency of burden m3terials, for example bed 

blending the sinter plant feed. Actions havg been taken 1n that 

coke screen::; have been rep hce·J t..1 double de.:i.. 50 x 25mm screens 

wh1 ch had reduced the -25ni:n to the furnaces and the +25mm to the 

coke f me::;. Sinter screens harj al so been improved and tnere were 

1deas for doubl1ng the s:ree~ing area. 

The suri'.1cst1on of tr"yin'J a .. 1der 1:0~.e ::;1::e r·.rnge to improve the 

s~1p co~e/gros3 cc~e rat10 "'A: n0t :;mpathet:ca~ly rece1ved on the 

OJ:;;.:. ,1f poor 0oerat10n ,.,,t·1en si;:~ •".1nr1e was =scc1dentally -:!n1argcd 

due t~ ~au1pmen 1 breJ~d0~1.. ~c.erthe~e;~ the difference between 

930.PH/~.B .~ ') 
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BSP and BSL should be investigated where the former use 

screens and have a much highe~ skip coke/gross coke yield. 
201M1 

Thre9 years ago many tuyeres were closed which led to a suggestion 

to install smaller diameter tuyeres. This has not been done. Tap 

hole tuyeres have been reduced but others enlarged. But as the 

numbers closed is now down to 2 per furnar.e, this matter was not 
pursued. 

Water-less tap hole clay has been 

the tap hole tuyeres fully open 

gu~s were not powerful enough. 

tried, the object being to 

and of full diameter. The 

keep 

clay 

Casting discipline was said to be slightly better due to better 
trough materials. 

In summary the department has shown encouraging results although 
much scope still exists. 

Output has increased by no less than 27: although the current year 
is a little lower than 88/89. 

Although energy 

disappointing to 

output and the 

operation. 

usage in 

re.:ord ar. 

fact that 

th~ department i~ not high 

increase of 1.4~ despite the 

parti~l LO gas recovery is 

it is 

higher 

now in 

This is due to two factors. Oxygen energy has increased by 38%, 

although the volume of 01.ygen used has on1y increased by 3~. The 

rise is largely because the energy charged for 100m·1 of oxygen has 

risen from 2800 Kcal in 36/37 to 3740 in 89/90 to date (in February 

'90 it was nearly 4000 KcalJ based on actual data; which is ~ery 
high. The energy used at the oxygen plant is assessed monthly and 

this figure is u::.ed in tile :;tati::.t1c:--,. This is a totally different 

procedure from that at the other 2 works where the energy in oxygen 

980.PH/SB ')O 



is assumed to be constant, and changes in the efficiency of 

production are presumably absorbed in -miscellaneous and losses·. 

Proposals for a un~7orm dpproach at all SAIL plants are made in 

Part 1 of this report. Excessive energy used for oxygen product ion 

should be charged to the Oxyg~n plant rather than to ~he LO plant. 

The other factor was that steam :-ecovery was down by 25~ which 

reflects a deterioration of the waste heat boilers on the older 

plant. But as the system of estimating the steam make was altered 

it was impossible to quantify this effect. 

Fuel usage was down by 22%. The reasons had not been quantified 

but it would be influenced by greater output ~nd the adoption of 

sliding gates. It was also stated that C.O gas pressures were down 

because of blocked mains and this had imposed an unwanted economy 

at the mixers where metal temperatur·es had suffered. 

Steam was lower by 7% but allocations had changed. 

reduced by 8%, largely due to higher output. 
Power was 

A major disappointment was that BOS gas recovery has made slow 

progress only starting in 88/80. The recovery during 89/90 reached 

0.026 Gcal/TCS or apprcxi~ately 0.05 Gcal/ton produced in the shop 

fitted with recovery equipmen~. Thi:; is about half of the planned 

yield. This 1s because gas ls recovered from only 70: of the heats 

due to a fault in equipment (which should soon be rectified as 

spares are now available). Of the gas recovered only two thirds 

was used by mixing it with coke oven gas. It is expected that 

recovery will be doubled dur1ng the com1ng year and as experience 

is gained it should be possible to increase the gas collection per 
blow by some 25 - 30:. 

Nothing has been done to improve the burners 0n the mixers or ladle 

heaters which wu~ recommended 3 years ago. 

980.PH/SB I) 1 
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The major contribution that can 

towards reduced plant energy 

British Steel Consultants 

be made by an LO 

is by reducing the 

steel 

hot 
consumption and so saving the ener~y needed for iron making. 

plant 

metal 

Although there were mino~ reductions in hot metal in the first two 

years under review the rate had increased in 89/90 from 955 to 1014 

kg/TCS. 

The point was made was that the figLres presePted are the Jross or 

the blast furnace department figures. and that the ~et weight at 

the melting shop was lower and that the differences had increaset' 
as fol lows: 

1986/87 

Feb. '90 
Gross 955 kgit. Net 925 kg/t. Difference 30 kg 

Gross 10~0 kg/t, Net 960 kg/t. Difference 60 kg 

In other· words the so called ""Mixer loss"" had increased from 3.2% 

to 5.9:. 

It is difficult to envisage a loss of 30 kg/TCS and a loss of 60 kg 

would be incredib 1 e. A s~ecial survey had been carried out by BSL. 

The results were perhaps predictable. In note form: weighing at 

both BF and SP highly s11spect, sometimes estimated, son1e-.:.imes taken 

'on the run' and so on; slag on iron; build up on ladle lips and 

mixer mouths preventing full emptying; return tares not taken etc. 

The recommendation was to inst.:ill new electronic weighbridges 
designed for use'on the run'. 

As well as this feature it was pointed out that (a) silicon in hot 

metal was down from 1.5 to 1.0% (b) manganese down by 0.1%, (c) 

poor lime quality (Cao down from 80% to 74%), (d) hot metal 
temperatures down by an unspecified amount. 

Whilst {a) and (b) would be welcome changes offering overall 

advantages, (c) s~ould be Clpable of improvement. The reduction in 

hot metal temperature could not be quantified but the following for 
Octobe~ 1989 demonstrate the basic problem. 

980.PH/SB 
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Hot metal track time - min 

Ladle emptying time - min 

Ladle turnround time - min 

SMS 

94 

124 

229 

SMS 2 

97 

83 

194 

NORM 

75 

55 

140 

Whether these are higher than previous practice is not clear, but 

improvements would clearly be beneficial and reduce the hot metal 

ratio. Such delays arise from: poor casting discipline at the 

Blast Furnaces causing ladle bunching; inefficient traffic 

operations; stoppages at the melting shops causing mixers to be 

full (and in passing a possibility of incorrect mixer operation); 

breakC:~~ .. i of locomotives and mixer cranes etc. These situations 

often result in too many iron ladles being in circuit which can 

exacerbate the problem by causing 1adle skulling and ladle lip 

build up. Attention to detail in all these areas is the first 

priority but insulating material on the top of the iron and/or 

ladle lids can help. These points were made in the first report 

but action has not been taken on insulation or ladle lids. 

4.5 Pri~ary Rolling 

The output has increased by 35% with a creditable decrease in 

overall energy consumption of 18% over the three year period. 

Fuel gas utilisation was improved by some 15% and steam was only 

one ninth of the base level. However steam a11ocations have been 

changed and this is unlikely to be a true saving. 

The fuel savings are partially due to improved productivity and 

partly through improved plant and operation. The lid design and 

sealing system and the pit support structure have been modified. 

Eight of the pits now have microprocessor controls. 

Monitoring procedures have been established to improve scheduling 

and hence raise productivity. But track times have been 

only marg;nally (6 hour 8 minutes to 5 hours 52 minut~s) 

980.PH/SB 
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improved crane availability, an extra loco, and lower sticker 

ingots. 

However, improvements are still needed in a further reduction cf 

stickers and improved scheduling. Due to the varying sizes of 

ingots ( 300t from SMS II and 1 SOt from SHS I) schedu 1 i ng is st i 11 

a problem. Efforts are being made to reduce the charging time from 

55 min to JO min by increasing the mould size at SHS I. 

The main thrust of a progranvne of improvement must still include 

reducing track-time significantly. BSL in a feasibility study have 

shown that a new system of managing and scheduling can cut track 

time to 4 hours 35 minutes. 

BSL Management recognise that the number of pits could be decreased 

as per BSC reconvnendations but this has not been done because of 

gas CV variability and non steady operation of the stripper yard. 

Management action is needed to reduce the number of pits in 

operation which can offer substantial savings. 

Statistics show that cold charge has decreased from 29~ to a 

present 22%. This is largely due to the fact that BSL held a 

high stock which is presently dropped to 38% of its original 

(30,000t). It is forecast thJt :old charging will be brought 

to 15% which will facilitate the reduction in pit numbers and 

further energy savings. 

very 

level 

down 

give 

An improvement in power consumption of 13~ is achieved mainly 

through imprnved rol 1 ing rate:.. 

4.6 Hot S_trip Mi 11 

The output ,~ lncreased by a ~as~1~~ ~J~ nver the last three 1~ars. 

The fuel usage 1n the furnace improved by 18\. This 15 mJinly 

through the ll1rJher output but 1mpr«;·11:d :n:;ui.1t1')n of the skids and 

furnace will have contr1bL d. I11 .:tdd1t10n the door repair:. are 

')80.PH/Sg ').1 
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lasting longer reducing 

production potential. 

the downtime and giving incre:ised 

At the time of the visit one of the reheating furnaces was down for 

repairs and hence two furnace operation was being practised. With 

deployment of manpower· from the :.hird furnace, the hot charging was 

increased, on average to 11~ and as high as 40~ at times. This 

suggests that two furnace operation should conti~ue and will offer 

a reduction in ener-gy usage and an increase in production through 
increased hot charging. 

Plans have been approved to rebuild one 

recuperator and incorporating micro-processor 

further improve the plant performance. 

furnace with a 

control which 

new 

wi 11 

An lmprovement in power consumption of 13% is achieved mainl~ 

through improved rollin~ rates. Steam usage is down by some 62% 

but this is perhaps partly due to changed allocations. 

Steam recovery has decreased by as much as 41%. This is mainly due 

to improved skid insulation but also because of increased skid pipe 

leakages and hence rea~ced availability. Although skid insulation 

has imp .. oved the quality of the insulation is still poor and a high 

number of stoppages are still expected. 

During the earlier study it was recommended that 

temperatures (1200'C) should be reduced. Management 

still use high temperatures for ease of operation. 

tonnage zone 

at present 

Through the 
implementation of delay strategy a 2o·c temnerature drop can offer 

substantial energy savings. An alternative to two f~rnace operation 

would be to use all three but with reduced preheat and tonnage zone 
temperatures. 

No effort has been expended 111 reducing water pumping costs through 

improved usage of pumps. A~1arn action L needed in this direction. 

980.PH/SB ~5 
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Cold Rolling Mill 

The producticn r-ate has .:tlmost c~Oubled (n~) in the last tlu-ee 

years with an overall en0rgy sav1ng of 37:. 

ihe fuel usage has improved by Jt~. This is mainly achieved liy 

converting 5 batch annealing furnaces to ceramic ~ibre linings. 

Actions are afoot to convert the rest. Plans are in hand to 

improve the charge weight from 45T to 70T in t990i91. (currently 

running at S~Tl. However to achieve these high charge weights 

prob.ems are being experienced in strip brea~ages due to an old 

welding machine. In future plans, anne.:iling furnace automation is 

expected to yield energy improvements of 6 to 9:. Recuperation 1s 

not to be considered at thi~ stage. 

In the pic~ling line direct steam ir1jection seems to continue. 

However plans are afoot to change this to indirect heating, as 

recommended, once the awaited pumps arrive (heat exchangers a:e 

;:ivailable). It i:; hoped that the fir"st phase of commissioning wi11 

take place ir1 May 19'.)0 with the r·est to be completed in December, 
1990. 

Insulation of steam lines is improved. However, the quality and 

consistency of steam available fro~ the SMS waste heat boilers and 

skid cooling is very poor. Management seems to be thinking of 

installing a package boiler. This should be avoided at all costs 

and effort should be spent to improve the steam availability from 
waste heat systems. 

~J;eam_Ge_n~ration_and Usage 

There was a massive inc~ease in steam generation of 33% 

attributable to the new captive power plant introduced during the 

relevant period. The use of fuel, steam and power were all less 

with steam dowr1 by 28~. Net usaac of energy/ton steam was reduced 

by a massive .;5~ alth0tqh tlle~e d.:it.:i are always suspect due to 

!>80.PH/3~ 
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being the sma 11 di ff P.r·ence between two 1.u-qe number:; i 111put erier·gv 

and steam energy). 

The total high pressure steam generated per ton crude steel was 

only 4~ higher despite the steam usage for p~wer production and 

blast furnace blowers being considerable higher. 

Waste heat steam make was down by 15~ despite higher 

rates which implies :;ome deterior·Jt ion in the boilers 

conditions. However further discussions showed that 

steam generation ~as an Jllocated figure. 

production 

or plant 

waste heat 

The process steam is defined as the tota1 HP steam plus waste heat 

steam less the net steam used for power production and 1ess the 

steam for BF blowing. The steam for driving the air compressors 

should also have been subt~acted but this data was not extracted 

from the statistics and so the derived process steam is not 

comparable with the other plants. The specific usage of process 

steam has been reduced by d very creditable 23~. 

The proportion of 100 ata steam reduced to 39 ata has also reduced 

(see Table 4.8) &s has the steam reduced to B ata. 

However pr-abler.is sti 11 persist in the thermal rower Plant (Tpp) 

which is having difficulty in meeting the demand for process steam 

which is currently being imported from the new Captive Power Plant 

(CPP). The problem areas ar·e still the same, i.e. (a) boilers 

designed to operate on mixed fuels <25% gaseous and 75~ p.f.) are 

starved of gaseous fuel dnd ar·~ being supplemented b1 e~pensive oi I 

(8.5% of the tctal fuel u~ed). The balance of energy 1~ provided 

by coal (84~) and arising gases. In addition the coal mills are 

incapable of meeting the boiler demand, thus boilers designed to 

operate at 220t/h are presently operatin~ at 150t/h; Cb) part load 

operatic1; (c) steam recovery from waste heat systems is poor; (d) 

the back pressure set is awaiting capital repair before it :an be 

fully utilised to provide process ::,te<1rn; (el grid situation is poor 

980.PH/SB 'J l 
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;.rith wi 1d frequency ch.:lnges (man~ t.:',:n 200 1sobt ions in the cod1 

mi11 areas t~is year' 

Statistics st;o..,. steam losses in 1987/33 increasing to 7.1~ 

Due to changes in 3ujit 

ways: 

. ' 
'I dur~11g comrnissionin'.; ;;;· U:<! '.:PP increJsed ste.:.tm losses 

occurrerl 

However substantial savings are achieved i~ the hi3h pressure steam 

lines through improved insulation, r·educed 1eal--a~es (on line 

contract ma1ntenancel and rcd0ced throttling of h1gh pressure steam 

to process steam (15.2: in 1987/88 to 9.3~ in t98'J/90). 

P9_w_e_r_ G.~_ne_r_atJ.q_n 

Power generation ha:, increased b/1 3')?. due to the new power· st.:it ion 

commissioned in 88/89. A:. the new staLion has no fac1lit1es fc1 

pass-out steam the amount p2r iirnt of electr"icity has decr·eased by 

nearly 50=. The overa11 net energy has reduced by 4;. 

The specific electricity consumption ha::; come down from 660 kWh/TCS 

in 86/87 to 539 kWh/TCS in 81:/B'J. tr.at is ty 18?.. 111e data for 

39/90 were not readily civa11.1ble ";t the time of the visit. 

4.10 Miscellaneous and Losses 

A 11 categories except nxyr1en h<11e r·educed so that overa 11 the 
energy usage 15 20~ lower. Ox:rqer1 lo:;se:; have rncrea:>ed to 22 . .i?o 
which ls hqt1er than 1~ dcsir1ble. LP steJm losses arc nearly 

doub1ed. ThVi may be clue to t.11<' rev1::erJ a1locat1on ::.ystem. 

'J80.PH/S8 
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4. 10. 1 Oxygen 

An additional ASU is now in operat:on which is electrically driven. 

In addition facilities are provided to store large quantities of 

liquid oxygen to reduce oxygen losses. Further· to SSC 

reco:nmendat ions :. uri it has been set up to e 1 imi nate line leakages, 

rectification of which at present is providing a saving of around 

Rs 9.4 lakh per m~ .. th to BSL according to the statistics ~rovid9d. 

However analysis of annual statistics show that over the past three 

years the oxygen losses have increased progressively from 15.78% to 

22.4%, an increase in loss of 42% from 1987/88 figures. The energy 

usage for the production of oxygen is also higher by 33~ over the 

same period (i.e. 2798 Gcal/m3 in 1986/87 to 3738 Gca 1 /m3 in 

1989/90). The trend is disturbing and was not explained 

satisfactorily. It is recorrunended that the efficiency of oxygen 

production should be subject to a detailed audit as it appears thdt 

there may be significant sdvings available. 

4.10.2 llght ing 

In implementing BSC recommendations, tt1e plant have carried out a 

detailed analysis of lighting load. This offers a potential saving 

of nearly 10 MW <Rs 360 lakh) of which 3 MW (Rs 106 lakh) have 

already been made largely through time control switcf1ing. Most of 

the unrealised saving will be due to more efficient lighting units. 

4. 11 ~9.f~$ _T_9_t_~J 

There has been a reduction of 2.3 Gcal/TCS in the 3 years with 

89/90 being slightly worse tl1an the previous year. This is a 21.4% 

reduction in actual specific enerqy. 

The table 4.12 shows how the va··1ou~ departments contributed on a 

crude steel basis. Cck~; ovens, blast furnaces, sinter plant and 

miscellaneous and losses contributed ~0% of the total saving. 

~80.PH/SB ') ') 
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Some cf the Sdvin9 is due to d~partm0ntal changes in product1c~ 

ratio. Where the product 1on decr·eases n~ lat i ve to crnde steel 

there are savings 1nd the reverse is of course true. Changes in 

prnduction rati..., s account for· 35~ of t11e total savrng. All 

departments up stream of the melting shops had lower production 

ratio3, giving savings of i.3 GcJl/TCS. 

Those departments downsteam of steelmaking a11 had higher ratios 

and hence showed losses against the base ~ear. The hlgher ratios 

could be for a number of reasons tut 1t is most likely that the use 

of stock ingots and slabs has contributed. Unfortunately, due to 

the basis being crude steel, any improvement of yield would also 

show an adverse variance. 

The savings due to pure departmental effi;iency are also shown. 

All departments ~ontributed w1th the minor rand technical) 

exception of the melting shop. The efficien:y improvements 

contributed 65% of the total with thE Coke ovens, Blast Furnace, 

Hot Strip Mill and Miscellaneous and L0sses providing 70% of the 

sub total. 

The energy usage for balanced production on the works definition 

has been reduced by 1.3 Gcal,'TCS or 12.2~. 

980.PH/SB 100 
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BOKARO STEEL PLANT 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE4.1 
COKE OVENS 

Output kT/a Gross Coke 
Heat Input 

Coal Gcal/TP 
Underfiring Gcal/TP 
Power GcaUTP 
Steam GcaUTP 

Total Input GcaUTP 
Heat Output 

Coke Gcal/TP 
GasGcal/TP 
By-products Gcal/TP 

Total Output GcaUTP 
Net Energy Usage GcaUTP 
Energy Yield Loss Gcal/TP 
Energv Yields Loss o/o of coal in 
Energy Net of yield loss Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio (act) 
Energy/T Crude Steel Gcal 
Yield Coke/Coal (dry) 
Screen loss at C Ovens% of G.C 
Screen loss at B.F % BF Coke 
Overall Screen Loss,% G.C 

TABLE4.2 
SINTER PLANT 
Output kT/a 
Breeze Gcal/TP 
Ignition Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Total Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Energy/TCS Gcal 
Return Sinter,% of Total Mix 
Skip Screenings % (assumed) 

980.PH/SB 

86/87 87/88 
2843.5 3060.5 

8.704 8.702 
0.784 0.775 
0.072 0.075 
0.109 0.098 
9.669 9.65 

6.093 6.117 
1.539 1.551 
0.294 0.3 
7.926 7.968 
1.743 1.682 
0.778 0.74 

8.9 8.4 
0.956 0.948 
1.383 1.266 
2.41 2.129 
0.77 0.771 
12.8 13 
7.67 13.2 
19.5 24.5 

2975 3223 
0.519 0.489 
0.127 0.111 

0.24 0.243 
0.886 0.843 
1.447 1.333 
1.282 1.124 
40.2 35.3 

10 10 
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Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86187 & 89/90 

88/89 (89/90) GcaVT % 

3045.4 (2809.0) - -1.2 

8.664 8.346 -0.358 -4.1 
0.765 0.755 -0.029 -3.7 
0.075 0.079 +0.007 +9.7 
0.089 0.098 -0.010 -10.0 
9.593 9.278 -0.391 -4.0 

6.199 6.281 +0.188 +3.1 
1.534 1.469 -0.070 -4.5 
0.292 0.297 +0.003 +1.0 
8.025 8.047 +0.122 +1.5 
1.586 1.231 -0.512 -29.5 
0.639 0.299 -0.479 -61.6 

7.4 3.6 
0.929 0.924 -0.032 -3.3 
1.099 1.068 
1.743 1.315 -1.095 -45.4 
0.779 0.806 
15.98 16.5 
9.26 9.62 
23.6 24.5 

3286 (3297) +10.8 
0.44 0.441 -0.078 -15.0 

0.105 0.11 -0.017 -13.4 
0.21 0.221 -0.019 -7.9 

0.755 0.772 -0.114 -12.9 
1. ~86 1.254 
0.8)5 0.968 -0.314 -24.5 

32.3 
10 10 
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BLAST FURNACES 

01Jtput kT/a 
Coke Gcal/TP 
Stove Gas Gcal/TP 
Blast Steam Gcal/TP 
Process Steam Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Input Energy Gcal/TP 
Blast Furnace Gas out Gcal/TP 
Net Energy Usage Gcal/TP 
Coke - Gas Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Energy/TCS Gcal(act) 
Productivity t/m3/d(U. V) 
Coke Rate kg/t 
Raw Flux kg/t 
Blast Temperature Degree C 

TABLE4.4 
STEELMAKING - LO 
Ouput kT/a 
Fuels Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 
Total Input Gcal/TP 
Recovered Steam Gcal/TP 
Recovered Gas Gcal/TP 
Net Energy Gcal/TP 
Gcal/TCS 
Energy in 02 - kcal/m3 
02 usage m3/TCS 
Hot Metal kg/TCS 
Lime kg/TCS 

980.PH/SB 

86/87 87/88 
2813 3123 

4.302 4.153 
0.821 0.782 
0.503 C.459 
0.104 0.093 
0.072 0.072 
5.802 5.559 

1.97 1.901 
3.832 3.658 
2.332 2.252 
1.368 1.292 
5.242 4.726 

0.87 0.88 
706 679 
43 31 

989 1000 

2056 2418 
0.334 0.304 
0.163 0.156 
0.091 0.085 
0.187 0.234 
0.775 o.n9 
0.221 0.183 

0.554 0.596 
0.554 0.596 
2798 3553 
66.8 65.8 

955.4 936.4 
121 118 

102 

88189 
3221 
4.129 
0.748 
0.43 

0.072 
0.078 
5.457 
1.846 
3.611 
2.283 
1.162 
4.196 
0.996 

666 
25 

942 

2771 
0.269 
0.141 
0.069 
0.235 
G.714 
0.128 
0.016 
0.57 
0.57 
3665 

64 
951.1 

98 

Apr89 
Feb90 
(89/90) 
(3193) 

4.196 
0.732 

0.43 
0.067 

Difference 
86187 & 89/90 

GcaVT 'Ml 
+13.5 

-0.106 I -2.5 
-0.089 -10.8 
-0.073 -14.5 
-0.037 -35.6 

0.09 +0.018 +25.0 
5.515 -0.287 -4.9 

1.88 -0.09 -4.6 
3.635 -0.197 -5.1 
2.316 -0.016 -0.7 
1.214 
4.413 -0.829 -15.8 

934 

(2630) +27.9 
0.26 -0.074 -22.1 
0.15 -0.013 -8.0 

0.085 -0.006 -6.7 
0.258 +0.07~ +38.0 
0.753 -0.022 -2.8 
0.165 -0.056 -25.3 
0.026 +0.026 
0.562 +0.008 +1.4 
0.562 +0.008 +1.4 
3738 +33.6 

69 
1014.3 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 

TABLE4.5 
- -·· 

0 'RY ROUING 

Output kT/a 
Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Oxygen Gcal/TP 
Total Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio (act) 
Energy/TCS Gcal 
Cold Charge % 
Track time hrs-min 

TABLE4.6 I HOT STRIP Mill 
Output kT/a 

I 
I 
I 

Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Total Input Gcal/TP 
Recovered Steam Gcal/TP 
Net Energy Usage 
Production Ratio 
Energy/TCS Gcal 
Hot Steel Charged % 

I TABLE4.7 
COLD ROLLINGS MILLS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Output kT/a 
Fuel Gcal/TP 
Power Gcal/TP 
Steam Gcal/TP 
Total Gcal/TP 
Production Ratio 
Energy/ton Crude Steel, Gcal 
Re-annealing % 

980.PH/SB 

86187 87188 
1640 1976 

0.703 0.647 
0.083 0.078 
0.029 0.022 
0.033 0.078 
0.848 0.825 
0.798 "-817 
o.6n 0.674 

29 25.3 
'6-08 '6-15 

1551 1878 
1.153 1.049 
0.328 0.306 
0.045 0.032 
1.526 1.387 
0.083 0.065 
1.443 1.322 
0.754 0.7n 
1.088 1.027 

0 0 

254 330 
0.49 0.438 
0.58 0.555 

0.633 0.319 
1.703 1.312 
0.124 0.136 
0.211 0.178 
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Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86187 & 89/90 

88189 (89/90) Gcal/T IMt 
2272 (2207) +34.6 

0.565 0.593 -0.110 -15.6 
0.072 0.072 -0.011 -13.3 
0.004 0.003 -0.026 -89.7 
0.051 0.03 -0.003 -9.0 
0.699 0.698 -0.150 -17.7 

0.82 0.839 
0.573 0.586 -0.091 -13.4 

21.1 22.2 
'5-34 '5-52 

2205 (2212) +42.6 
0.964 0.933 -0.220 -19.1 
0.273 0.285 -0.043 -13.1 
0.015 0.017 -0.028 -62.2 
1.252 1.235 -0.291 -19.1 
0.044 0.049 -0.034 -41.0 
1.208 1.186 -0.257 -17.6 
0.796 0.841 
0.962 o.~97 -0.091 -8.4 

5.1 11.2 

434 (488) +92 
0.464 0.339 -0.151 -30.8 
0.459 0.516 -0.064 -11.0 
0.215 0.218 -0.415 -65.6 
1.138 1.073 -0.63 -37.0 
0.157 0.186 
t>.179 0.2 -0.011 -5.2 

10.4 7.2 
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BOKARO STEEL PLANT 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND REL.A TED DATA) 

TABLE4.8 Apr89 Difference 
STEAM GENERATION Feb90 86187 & 89/90 

86187 87/88 88189 (89/90) Gcal/T 'Ml 
Outpul kT/a 6946 7048 8051 (9227) +32.8 
Fuel Gcal/TP 0.766 0.768 0.749 0.745 -0.021 -2.7 
Sream Gcal/TP 0.082 0.081 0.08 0.059 -0.023 -28.0 

·Power Gcal/TP 0.082 0.081 0.084 0.081 -0.001 -1.2 
Toral Gcal/TP 0.93 0.93 0.913 0.885 -0.045 -4.8 
Output Sream Gcal/TP 0.83 0.83 0.838 0.83 
Net Usage Gcal/TP 0.1 0.1 0.085 0.055 -0.045 -45.0 
Production Ratio 3.378 2.915 2.905 3.508 
Energy/TCS Gcal 0.338 0.292 0.247 0.193 -0.145 -42.9 
Notional Efficiency % 89.2 89.2 90.7 93.8 
100 ata steam reduced to 39 ata. o/o 27.3 26.6 21.5 
Steam reduced to 8 ata o/o 15.2 14.4 9.3 
Total HP Steam/ton CS. tons 3.378 2.915 2.905 3.508 - +3.8 
Steam for power production 
{net) and !JF blowing kT/a 4252 4348 5154 5964 
Process jteam {by diff) kT/a 2694 2700 2897 2494 
Waste Heat Steam kT/a 882 853 686 752 
Total Process Steam kT/a 3576 3553 3583 3246 
Total Process Steam T/TCS 1.738 1.469 1.293 1.346 -22.6 

980.PH/Se 104 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PROCESS (AND RELATED DATA) 
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TABLE4.9 
POWER GENERATION 

Output Gwh/a 
Steam input Gcal/Gwh 
Power output Gcal/Gwh 
Stearn/Pass out Gcal/Gwh 
Net Energy Gcal/Gwh 
Production Ratio Gcal/TCS 
EnergyfTCS, Gcal 
Notional Efficiency 
Purchased power to works Gwh/a 
Total used on works Gwh/a 
KwhfTCS 

I TABLE4.10 

I 
I 
I 
I 

AUXILUARIES AND LOSSES 
Fuels Gcal/TCS 
Power Gcal/TCS 
Steam Gcal/TCS 
Oxygen Gcal/TCS 
Total Gcal/TCS 
BF Gas toss% 
CO Gas loss o/o 
Oxygen loss o/o 
Electricity O/o 
8 ata Steam o/o 

TABLE4.11 I WORKS TOTAL 
Crude Steel Output kT/a 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

EnergyfTCS(Actual) Gcal 
EnergyfTCS(Balanced} Gcal 

980.PH/SB 

86/87 87/88 
611.4 629.1 
5.478 5.54 

3 3 
1.901 1.957 
0.577 0.583 
0.297 0.26 
0.171 0.152 

50.4 50.8 
745.8 836.1 

1357.2 1457.2 
660 603 

0.217 0.183 
0.517 0.462 
0.166 0.135 
0.155 0.114 
1.055 0.894 

4.52 
0.85 
15.8 

2.1 
4.5 

2056 2418 
13.115 11.788 
10.606 9.933 
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Apr89 Difference 
Feb90 86/87 & 89/90 

[ J/89 (89190) Gcal/T % 
791.7 (1155) - +88.9 
5.443 4.617 -0.861 -15.7 

3 3 - -
1.702 1.062 -0.839 -46.6 
0.741 0.555 -0.022 -3.8 
0.286 0.439 
0.212 0.244 +0.073 +42.5 

47.1 41.6 
701.1 

1492.8 
538.7 

0.141 0.137 -0.080 -36.9 
0.384 0.423 -0.094 -18.2 
0.087 0.123 0.043 -25.9 
0.121 0.16 +0.005 +3.2 
0.733 0.843 -0.211 -20.0 

3.67 3.5 
0.63 0.58 
19.2 22.4 

1 1.7 
7.1 8.7 

2771 (2630) 
10.29 10.31 -2.805 -21.4 
9.396 9.315 -1.291 -12.2 
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TABLE4.12 

BOKARO STEEL PLANT 
ANALYSIS OF DEPARTMENTAL CHANGES 

COMPARISON OF 86/87 AND 89/90 CHANGES/TON CRUDE STEEL 

DUE TO DUE TO 
DEPARTMENT EFACIENCY PROD.RATIO 

GcaVTCS GcaVTCS 
Coke Ovens 0.547 0.548 
~inter Plant 0.143 0.171 
Blast Furnaces 0.239 0.590 
Steel Plant co.oo8r 0 
Primary Mill 0.125 (0.034) 
Hot Strip Mill 0.217 (0.126) 
Cold Rolling Mill 0.117 (0.106) 
Steam Generation 0.158 (0.013) 
Power Generation 0.009 (0.082) 
Miscellaneous and Losses 0.211 0 

TOTAL 1.758 0948 

I . FIGS. IN BRACKETS ARE ADVERSE CHANGES 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TOTAL 
GcaVTCS 

1.CJ95 
0.314 
0.829 

(0.008) 
0.091 
0.091 
0.011 
0.145 

(0.073) 
0.211 

2.706 




